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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY DECEMBER 14, 1907.

by nominate and appoint David M.
as assessor of the said county
White
GOUHTY BOARD
of Santa Fe to fill the said vacancy
in said office, and until his successor!
said
shall be elected and qualified,
White to qualify as required by law."
This action of the board was no
surprise to many people, as ft was well
understood that for Borne time past1
Marcelino A. Ortiz, the assessor elect-ed in November, 1906, to the office had
been seriously ill, and that the counMarce-lin- o
ty commissioners were considering the
advisability of filling the office with a
new appointment, as it was claimed
and alleged that the important records
of the office were not kept properly
and in accordance with statutes, on acEXISTEO count of the illness and absence of
VACANCY
HELD
Mr. Ortiz. It Is understood that Dis-

$115,147;
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The Board of County Commissioners
Santa Fe county was In
of
afternoon - in
session
yesterday
of
accordance with the notice
Chairman
the meeting given by
I. Sparks of the board. There were
present, Chairman I. Sparks; first district; Commissioner Jose L. Madril,
second district; Commissioner Jose I.
Roibal, third district; Probate Clerk
George W. Armljo, clerk of the
board, by his deputy, Ambrosio Ortiz,
Roman h.
Sheriff
and
Denuty
Baca, for the sheriff.
For several hours the board attend
ed to matters of assessments, correC'
tion and abatement of taxes. A resoluin
tion was unanimously
adopted
structlng the collector and 'treasurer
of the county and the district attorney
not to proceed with or institute new
suits for the collection of delinquent
taxes in three of the precincts in
which it is claimed land values have
diminished during recent years. The
precincts are Nos. 7, 11 and 20.
Tax Exemptions Allowed.
Tax exemptions of $200 as heads of
families were allowed by the board
to the following persons for the year
1907:

Mrs. Lucia S. de Lucassigne, pre3; Mrs. Augusta Probst, precinct
5; Antonio Lujan, precinct 22; Pablo
Valdez, precinct 22; Francico Lujan,
precinct 22; Antonio A. Vigil, precinct
9; Francisco Ortiz, precinct 14; Acen-sioRomero, precinct 5 ; Miguel Ro
mero, precinct 22; Miguel Ortiz, precinct 22; Mrs. Mary Green, precinct
7; Max Bernstein, precinct 7; George
Green, precinct 7; Teoflo Martinez,
precinct 15; Antonio Andre3 Mondra,
gon, precinct 15; Mrs. Elizabeth Hendricks, precinct 7; Carter Livesy, pre-clHi Agaplto Herrera, precinct 22;
Vicente Roibai, precinct 1; Irinco Del- gado, precinct 18; Robert Montoya,
precinct 4; Mrs. McQuarle, precinct
Mrs.
18; Flavio Silva, precinct 14;
Juanita M. de Gallegos, precinct 3;
Lorenzo Lopes, precinct 3; Guadalupe
Ortega, precinct 18; Sacarias Gabal-don- ,
precinct 3; Mrs. Epitacia B. de
Lucero,
Garcia, precinct 3; Ramon
precinct 3; Celso Lopez, precinct 4;
Camlllo Martinez, precinct 4.
In the matter of the assessment of
Candldo 'Herrera for the year 1906 on
his Bheep which was raised by the assessor over his return, the board recommended that the suit now pending
for the collection of the taxes be
and authorized the district
dropped,
attorney to compromise the suit upon
the basis of a valuation of 200 sheep.
On motion it was ordered that the
judgment of the First National Bank
of Santa Fe' bearing date of March 5,
1903, and amounting with interest to
$1,672.91, be paid In full by $l,v JO
which amount A. B. Renehaa,- - the attorney, agreed to accept and it was
ordered that a warrant be drawn in
favor of the First National Bank for
that amount.
Ramon Roibal of precinct 1 was appointed as janitor of the court Lome
for three months, commencing Janu-

cinct

n

nt

ary 1, 1908.
The road commissioner of precinct
3 was authorized to repair ti e wooden
bridge crossing the acequla madre.
Clerk Armijo was Instructed by the
board to notify Marcos Gaatillo, formcollecer probate clerk and
tor, to appear before the board at Its
meeting on the first Monday in Janu
ary to explain certain charges of1 $1
for canvassing the votes cast at the
last regular election in 18 precincts.
Resolution Appointing New Assessor.
The following resolution was 'then
introduced and adopted by a vote of
2 to 1, Chairman I. Sparks and Commissioner Roibal voting In the affirmative and Commissioner Madril In the
negative. The resolution was the appointment of David M. White as assessor of Santa Fe county, vice Marce-HnA. Ortiz, and reads:
"Whereas during the past year the
Incumbent of the office of assessor,
Marcelino A. Ortiz, has been physically and mentally unable to perform the
' duties of his office, and has for several months been out of his office an!
away from the county of Santa Fe,and
whereas the books of said .office have
been very unsatisfactorily compiled,
and fail in many respects to comply
with the requirements of the law, and
whereas a vacancy exists In the office
of county assessor.
"rz zy,:
"Now, therefore, the board of county commissioners, by virtue of the authority In It vested by law, does here
o

Cattle,

office.

They believed that the best sentiments of the community would
them in their action and they considered it their duty to take it for the
best Interests of the people and especially for the property owners and tax
payers.
Mr. White secured the necessary
bond to hold the office of the assessor
last evening and this was approved by
the county commissioners and he took
charge of the office, retaining as deputy assessor Telesforo Rivera, the present deputy.
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Money, 1906, $842; 1907, $1,182, an
increase of $340.
Bonds, warrants and coupons, 1906,
$100; 1907, $220, an Increase of $120.
Watches and clocks, 1906, $204;
1907, $2,214, an Increase of $1,950.
Books, law and medIcal,190C, $6,660;
1907, $9,310. an Increase of $2,650.
Jewelry, 1906, $2,676; 1907, $2,560, a
decrease of $116.
Gold and silver plate, 1906, none;
1907, $1,900, an Increase of $1,900.
Musical instruments, 1906, $1,922;
1907, $4,760, a decrease of $162.
Household goods,
$54,929;
1906,
1907, $92,840, an Increase of $37,917.
Shares of stock in banks, 1906, $75,- 000; 1907, $75,250, an Increase of

n
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Appointed
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DAVID M. WHITE.
Assessor of Santa Fe County,
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IAX ASSESSMENT

Scarcity of Barley Net Increase Over
Given as the
One Million
Cause
Dollars
ILL CLOSE Mir SHOW

Lumber, number of feet, 1906, none;
1907, $950, an Increase of $950.
Mechanics' tools, 1906, none; 1907,
$3,053, an Increase of $3,053.
Honey bees, 1906, $50; 1907, $86, an
Increase of $36.
Smelters, 1906, $40,880; 1907, none;
a decrease of $40,880.
Bond assessment, 1906, none; 1907,
$1,298,908.49, an increase of $1,298,- 908.49.
Other property, 1906, $102,513; 1907
$9,818, a decrease of $92,695.
Total valuation,
1906, $1,912,684;
1907, $3,393,031.49.
Exemptions, 1906,
$209,080; 1907, $199,603. Subject to
taxation,. 1906, $1,703,604; 1907,
Net gain, $1,489,824.49.

Prominent Chicago Brewer Substantial Gains in Taxable
CONCESSION TO IN- Valuation of City and
GOVERNOR RETURNS
SURANCE COMPANIES , Authority for State ,
ment.
Grazing Lands.
ON BELATED TRAIN
Valuation of Securities
1907 to Be
for

Accepted as Approved By Home
State of Corporations.
In answer to inquiries from Insur
ance companies throu'hout the country which are licensed to transact
business In New Mexico relative to
the valuation to be placed on securit
ies in their annual statements to the
Department of Insurance, Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo Chavez has
addressed the following circular let.

ter to the various insurance

compan-

ies which Is
"To Insurance companies - transact
ing business in New Mexico.
"This department recognizing
the
unsettled condition of the markets and
believing that they do .not at this time
represent the true value of many se
curities and wishing to be liberal as
far as is consistent with safety this
department will accept valuations of
securities for the 1907 report as ap
proved by the insurance departments
of the home state of each company.
Each report to this department should
be accompanied by a certificate of the
home insurance department, indicat
ing the valuation method used and its
approval of same."., ,
Mr. Chavez's action Is being adopted
insurance
commissioners
in
by
most of the states and under existing
circumstances the course he has pursued is believed to be a wise one.
Assistant Superintendent of Insur
ance Peter M. A. Lienau is in correspondence with several insurance companies who have made application to
enter New Mexico r.ai begin business
here early in the year 1908.
SEVENTY-FOU-

a

BODIES
ARE FOUND IN HEAP.

Chicago, Dec. 24. Adam Ortselfen,
president of the McAver Brewing
Company, predicts that over a thous
and saloons in this city will go out
of buslnep by May 1, 1908, In conse
quence, of an increase in the price of
beer, which, he says, will be necessi
tated by the scarcity of barley.
Local brewers and maltsters for sev
eral weeks have been bidding almost
to the point of wiping out all margin
of profit in order to get the few carloads of barley that arrive In this
market daily.

MEMPHIS BANK
GOES TO WALL
Bad Loans

Comes Back From Tour of Pecos Val
ley Where He Preached Gospel of
Statehood and Irrigation.

A net inreaso of over a million dollars is indicated in the assessments
on taxable property this year in Santa
Fe county, the total amount returned
for taxation purposes being
or almost double what it was
for the year 190C.
The large gain in the tax assessments this year is due largely to the
fact that county bonds and Interest
coupons held in the county on judgments have been assessed and this one
item according to the figures In the
abstract of the tax rolls on file In the
traveling auditor's office run up to
Less this there is still an
increase of over $100,000.
Substantial gains are shown In the
assessed valuation of grazing lands
and city property, all be it there are
slight decreases In other classes of

After an absence of a week from the
Capital, Governor Curry returned at
3 o'clock this afternoon on a belated
train from Albuquerque and a tour of
southeastern New Mexico. He is very
enthusiastic over the results of the
trip which enabled him to meet a number of his old friends and Incidentally
to form new acquaintances.
Governor Curry was accompanied on
his Junket to the Pecos Valley via the
Eastern Railway of New Mexico which
s commonly known as the Belen cut
off by a committee of the board of
control of the National Irrigation congress and visited the principal towns
in that section of New Mexico. In addition to pointing out to the people
there the importance of the forthcoming meeting of the National Irrigation
Congress as an advertising medium
for this territory and the benefit that
will accrue in other respects, Governor Curry and his colleagues felt the
public pulse relative to statehood.

$3,393,-031.4-

Responsible for Failure of
Institution Carrying $1,500,000
Deposits.
lands.

Grazing lands have appreciat-

from last year $177,139.50, and city
Tenn.. Dec, 24. The or town lots
Memphis,
during the same period
Memphis Savings Bank failed to open $110,532.70.
for business this morning. E. H.
The abstract of taxes for some reawas appointed receiver. No
son fails to show an assessment for
statement concerning the suspension
this year on electric light and water
has been issued. and a decrease for the total
The officers of the bank went before plants,
amount is indicated when as a matChancellor Haiskell last night and ap
ter of fact the assessments were raisplied for a receiver. No reason for ed several thousand
dollars.
the suspension has yet been announcSanta Fe county has coal lands
ed. C. W. McRae, a capitalist, Is president of the bank which carries over which are assessed this year at
and mineral lands other than coal
a million and a half dollars In deposits. Several weeks ago a statement which are listed at $38,775. Grazing
was published that the bank was at lands have dropped from $144,630 to
that time heavily loaded with paper $100,703. ...
The following is a comparative abon which It could not realize and the
bank ; officials published a statement stract showing the assessed valuation
that thi3. loan was made good to the of the various classified property for
bank at maturity by certain officers me years iaoe and 1907:
Agricultural lands, 1906. $144,630:
and directors.
Rand of the Clearing 1907, $100,703, a decrease of $43,927.
President
urazmg lands, 1906. $160,818: 1907.
House Association in a statement toan increase of $177,139.30.
day states that no other institution in $337,957.30,
town
or
City
lots, 1906, $433,552:
will
the city
be affected by the suspen1907, $544,084.70, an increase of $110.- ion of the Memphis Savings Bank.
ed

y

.

Everywhere the little delegation
was accorded a hearty welcome and
the receptions were in the nature of
an ovation. Governor Curry was of
course the central figure In these demonstrations, and he was called upon
for a speech at every town and hamlet
visited. Part of the trip was made in
automobiles which gave the junketers
an opportunity to view the surrounding country at close range and note
the rapid strides being made In Its

$72,-00- 0

-

Jacobs Creek, Pa., Dec. 24. Search
ing parties In the Darr mine reached
entry No. 27 today, where they found
532.70.
74 bodies in a heap, The total numTimber lands, 1906, $2,650;
ber recovered to date Is 120.
1907,
MRS. LONGSWORTH
a decrease of $2,650.
none,
Funeral services over several uni
RECOVERING RAPIDLY.
Coal lands, 1906, $72,925: 1907. $72.- dentified bodies were conducted in the
000.
a decrease of $925.
before
hundreds of specopen today
Washington, Dec. 24. Mrs. Nicho
Mineral lands other than coal. 1906.
tators. The scene was extremely
las Longsworth has so far recovered $55,370;
1907, $38,775, a decrease of
from the effects of her recent opera- $16,595. ..v.
tion for appendicitis which she under
Electric
1906.
$13,200:
light plants,
BURNS TO MEET
went on December 11, that she will
IRI8H CHAMPION leave the White House for hor own 1907, none, a decrease of $13,200.
Water
$29,860:
plants, 1906.
home on Thursday.
1907. none, a decrease of J29.860.
Dec.
.24. Articles have
London,
Telegraph and telephone lines. 1906.
practically been signed for a contest SALVATION ARMY WILL
$9,818; 1907, $13,377, an increase of
in
:

"

Dublin on March 17, 1908, between
FEED MANY THOUSANDS. $3,561.
New York, Dec." 24. Over 120,000
"Tommy"
Burns, of America,
and
Mines and surface imDrovementa.
"Jimmy" Roche, the Irish champion. people will eat a Christmas dinner 1906, none; 1907, $14,832, an Increase'
The fight vrlZ be for $2,500 a side and provided by the Salvation Army of of $14,832.
a purse of $7,(00.
New York tomorrow.
Railroads, standard, mileage, 1901,

I

T OF S

1907, $22,22G,

$3,-20-

t

FLEEI REACHES

1907, $70,

an Increase of $9,855.
Sheep, 1906, $43,840; 1907, $53,503,
an Increase of $9,723.
Goats, 1906, $2,577; 1907, $3,387, an
increase of v810.
Swine, 1906, none; 1907, $93, an in
crease of $93.
Burros, 1906, $C74; 1907, $448, a de
crease of $226.
Carriages and wagons, 1906, $22,3-151907, $14,737, a decrease of $7,608.
Sewing machines, 190C. 2.C44; 1907,
$3,407, an increase of $763.
Merchandise
1907,
1900, $03,601;
$99,300, an increase of $35,759.
in
Capital
manufacturing, 1900,
none; 1907, $50, an Increase of $50.
Farming implements, 1906, $1,8C0;
1907, $1,921, an increase of $61.
Fixt ures, saloon and office, 190G,
1907, $13,500, an increase of $10,-35-

trict Attorney Robert C, Cortner advised the board of county commissioners that it had the legal power and
right to take the action had under the
statutes and to make the new

assessor's

1906,

Saw mills, 1900, $1,600; 1907, $300,
decrease of $1,300.

Horses,

i

Mr. White, the new appointee, is
one of the best known citizens of this
county. He has been In public life
here since boyhood and for many
years was selecting agent and irrigation engineer of the territory. He is
a civil engineer and surveyor by pro
fession. He has been for the past
eight years very active in public and
for
political affairs. His competency
the position 13 universally acknowledged.
It is claimed about town that Mr.
Ortiz will not abide by the action of
the commissioners in making a new
appointment and that he will go Into
the courts to prove his rights to hold
possession of the office. If he does,
of course the decision of the court will
'
govern. Both Chairman Sparks and
Commissioner Roibal In talking to a
representative of the New Mexican
stated that thev felt sure their action
was taken for the best interests of the!
county because they thought the board
had a right to take such action and it
was done principally in order to Insure a fair and just assessment and
the keeping of records properly In the

mileage,

1907, $101,070.

an Increase of $C3G.
Mules, 1906, none;
crease of $430.

Succeds
A. Ortiz

On Account of Absence and
Illness of Former
Official.

narrow,

Flouring mills, 1906, none;
an increase of $70.

;

.

an increase

1907, $420,940,

of $3,793.
Railroads,
$101,070;

NO. 266

development.
now
The governor will
buckle
down to routine business at the executive office and it will take him a week
to clean up the accumulation in the
has
shape of correspondence that
been received during his absence.
Accompanying Governor Curry on
his recent tour of the Pecos Valley
and towns along the Belen cut off
were Chairman W. S. Hopewell of the
Board of Control of the National Irrigation Congress and chairman of the
Statehool
Territorial
league, and
Ralph E. Twltchell, secretary of the
irrigation board.
"It was a very pleasant trip and was
greatly enjoyed by us," said Gover-no- r
Curry. He stated that it was a
relevation to him to see the advance
being made and the rapid settling of
the section of the territory visited.
At Roswell, Carlsbad, oPrtales, Hag- erman, Artesia, Texlco and other
places where stops were made large
crowds attended the informal meetings.

Battleships Will Remain There Long
Enough to Coal
IWINOR INCIDENTS OF VOYAGE

Kentucky's Steering Gear
Becomes Clogged and One
Sailor Dies.
New York, Dec. 24. Special dis
patches from Port of Spain, Trinidad,
announce
the arrival there of the
Atlantic battleship fleet on Its way to
the Pacific ocean. The fleet is said to
have passed into the gulf of Para and
anchored in four columns, five miles
off the town.
According to the dispatch the only
mishap so far on the trip from Hamp
ton Roads was the temporary derangement of the Kentucky's steering gear.
The entire fleet stopped the engines
for nine minutes on Sundav and all
flags were placed at half-mas-t
while
the body of Ordinary Seaman G. E.
Hipes, who died of meningitis aboard
the Alabama, was burled.
The fleet will remain In Port of
Spain several days and while thore
will coal.
Washington Hears From Evans.
Washington, Dec. 24. Admiral Ev
ans has reported to the navy
depart
ment the arrival of the
battleship fleet
ac Trinidad.

FIRE DAMAGE HAS
BEEN ADJUSTED
Total Loss to Laughlin Building
Contents, Settled at Trifle
Less Than $8,000.

and

George E. Brewer of Albuaueraue.
the insurance adjuster who came here
to settle the losses sustained by the
recent fire in the Laughlin block has
completed his work and a settlement
has been made satisfactory to all par
ties. It Is understood the total damasre
has been adjusted by the payment
by the several fire insurance companies interested of a trifle less than $8.- -

i

000.

Edward Ehle, proprietor of Ehle's
Haberdashery, settled the (loss stained
by him at $4,500. ,The United
States Bank and Trust company settled at $1,800 for the loss on its fixtures, and Judge N. B. Laughlin at
for the damage to the building Itself.
V
The damage to the building was appraised by John A. Laughlin, of Trinidad, Colorado, the contractor who
built the business block, and Anthony
W indsor, a local contractor.
Mr. Ehle is now disposing of his
damaged stock which Is still serviceable at a fire sale.
-su-

$1,-68- 0

TEACHERS TO TAKE
CAPITAL BY STORM
Between Two and Three Hundred
School Ma'ams Will Attend Meeting
Educational Association
Between 200 and 300 public school

teachers and other persons engaged

in educational work in New Mexico
it is expected will be in attendance at
the annual meeting of the New Mexico Educational association which will
be held In this city December
A feature of the first day's session
will be a reception tendered to the
visitors by the local school teachers,
and an excursion to the nearby Dueblo
of Tesuque. The meeting will be an
important one from an educational
standpoint as a number of addresses
will be given and papers read dealing
with the education of children and
school management. Governor Curry
Is on the program for a sneech. the
subject of which will be "Forward."
The interscholastic oratorical con'
test open to high school students of
the territory will take place Friday evening at which gold and silver medals
will be awarded to the prize winners.
The Santa Fe and Albuaueraue hieh
school glee clubs will furnish music
on this occasion.
26-2-

STATE RESTS IN
PETTI BONE CASE.
Boise, Idaho, Dec. 24. The state
rested Its case In the Pettibone trial
today after the examination of Associ
ate Justice Gabbert, 6f Colorado, con
cerning the attempt made to kill him
of which Orchard testified. The defense filed a motion asking the court
to advise the jury to acquit Argu
ments on this motion were then

:;;!
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GOOD WILL AND GOOD CHEER.

fcWLNTA

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1907.

A,

JBMt,

PROFESSIONAL CAROS

The platform of good will and good
cheer is one upon which all men are
TtTcWeWXt-Dfwor should be willing to stand together.
MAX. FROST,
reason Christmas has become
For
this
PUBLISHERS.
PRINTING
MEXICAN
NEW
COMPANY,
THE
Attorney at Law.
the most universally observed of all Santa Fa
New Mexico.
K.
JOHN
8TAUFFER, 8ec'yTreae. festivals. To the devout It has lost
MAX. FROST, Editor.
EDWIN F, COARD, City Editor.
none of its religious significance but
G. W. PRICHi- riD,
there are thousands and millions of
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
others outside of the church who celePractices In all the District Courts
Butered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fo PostotTlce
brate Christmas with true fervor and and gives special attention to caeei
there are as many more Christmas before the Territorial Supreme Court
- HATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
8.75
Dally, six months, by mall
homes" in which the religious side of Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.
$ .20
2.00 the festival is but a minor considera'Sally, per week, by carrier
Weekly, per year
75
'Dally, per month, by carrier
the
1.00 tion. From times Immemorial,
BENJAMIN M. READ
Weekly, six months
G5
mall
month,
by
Daily, per
solstice has been celebrated
winter
7B
Weekly,
per
Attorney at Law.
quarter
7.00
tally, per year, by mall
among many nations as a season of
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Joy and merry making. Says a learnOffice: Sena Block, Pa'.ac Avenue.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
ed writer: "Among the causeB that
cooperated In fixing the period as the
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
The New Mexican Is the oldest n ewspapor In New Mexico. It Is sent to proper one, for observing the Nativity,
Attorney at Law.
most powerful was that
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
every postoffice In the Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation perhaps the
almost all the heathen nations regardUnited States District Attorney.
among the Intelligent and progresslv e people of the Southwest
ed the winter solstice as the most Important point of the year, as the beA. W. POLLARD,
ginning of the renewed Hf and actiAttorney at Law.
vity of the powers of nature, and of
District Attorney, Luna County.
the gods, who wore originally merely Demlng
New Mexico.
of
the
symbolical personification
these. Hence the Celts and Germans
EDWARD C. WADE,
A FINE PEN PICTURE OF SECRE from the oldest times, celebrated the
LEADING IN THE RIGHT DIRECAttorney at Law.
TARY TAFT.
TION.
season with the greatest festivities.
In the Supreme and Dis
Practice
About as good a pen picture of Sec At tho winter olstlco the Germans
The Torrance County Leader altrict Courts of the Territory, In the
though but recently established In retary of War William H. Taft who held their great Yule feast, In comme- Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Estancia, the county seat of Torrance 13 now very much in the calcium light moration of the return of the fiery sun Surveyor General and U. S. Land
county, is making itself felt In the 'of publicity as au avowed candidate wheel. Many of the beliefs and usa- Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
right direction, and is evidently being for the Republican nomination for the ges of the old Germans, and also of
appreciated by the people of the Es- presidency next year Is given editori the Romans, relating to this matter,
E. C. ABBOTT,
tancia valley. It Is improving right ally by the Kansas City Times, a passed over from heathenism to Chrisat Law.
Attorney
The paper evidently intends paper more or less of independent tianity and have partly survived to
along.
Practices In the District and Su
but which the present day." Thus also the ob- preme Courts.
to do what is decent and fair and what Democratic
proclivities,
Prompt and careiul
it considers for the best Interests of pursues the policy of supporting can- servance of the Jewish feast of lights attention given to all business.
its town, county and the territory gen didates for political office without contributed to the universality of the Santa Fe
New Mexico.
erally. For instance, it recognizes much regard to politics. The editorial celebration of this great, deep rooted
fully that Delegate W II. Andrews is; is neither mattering nor over drawn. festival. But most Important of these
A. B. RENEHAN,
Is not laudatory to any extent but facts Is that the festival 13 one of good
entitled to great credit for the crea-il- t
Practices In the Supreme and Dis
each other trict Courts; Mining and Land Law
tion of the county of Torrance, for the .will impress readers as very proper will of men toward
whether It be In the Icy Northland or a Specialty. Office In Catron Block,
construction of the Santa Fe Central and correct. Say8 the Times:
"After all, those trusts and corpora- the sunny clime of the South. Those Santa Fe, N. M.
Railway, and for the speedy and constant settling of that fertile spot tions that have combined in an effort who celebrate it in the proper and the
the to defeat the nomination of Secretary
of New Mexico known as
spirit will reach out to
CHAS. F. EA8LEY,
Had it nqt been Taft and to undo the work of the make others happy. While all seasons
Estancia valley.
(Late
Surveyor General.)
for the building of the Santa Fe Cen- Roosevelt administration are less nu- ar appropriate for welldoing, he who
at Law.
Attorney
tral railway of which the delegate was merous than they are potential In ag- can on Christmas day pass by a child
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
the principal promoter, in all human jgregate wealth and business alliances, shivering with cold or suffering from Land and
Business a Specialty.
Mining
probability there would bo today no There are hundreds of strong corpora- - hunger and not relieve those wants if
county of Torrance and no town of Es tions, especially In the Industrial and in his power to do so, Is especially
GEORGE B. BARBER,
tancia. Immigration and settlers fol- commercial fields, whose officers and lacking not only in the Christmas
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
low the railroads just as trade follows directors ask no unfair advantage over spirit but in humanity.
It is even Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
the flag. The Torrance County Lead- the people or over smaller competitors greater joy to bring good tidings to
Practice In the District Court and
er in its last Issue republishes an much less are they inclined to violate the needy than it is to receive good Supreme Courts of the
Territory.
editorial from the Daily New Mexican any of the laws enacted to secure a tidings and certainly in Santa Fe
Attention Given to All
Prompt
there is no lack of opportunity for
upon this subject, with the following square deal in the business system.
Builneit.
"A corporation seeking only that those celebrating Christmas, to carry
preface which certainly contains timewhich is its right has nothing to fear good tidings In homes that are cold
ly sentiments. Says the Leader:
FRANK W. CLANCY,
"From the beginning of publication in the ascendant candidacy of Secre- and cheerless and to human beings
Attorney at Law.
The Leader has carefully 'watched the tary Taft. On the contrary, officials that are in want and suffering.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
course of the newspapers in the Terri- of such a corporation may look with
District
tory and especially the dailies. In the especial favor on the prospect of Mr.
A very merry Christmas to the
Practices In the District Court and
main it is fair to say that most of Taft's nomination and election.
The friends, readers and
patrons of the the Supreme Court of the Territory;
(hem are doing good work for our peo-- Secretary of War is a known quantity, Dally New Mexican. There is every also before the United States
Supreme
pie. The Leader is no believer in the He has been a potential factor In the good reason why
should enjoy Court In Washington.
they
administration. He has Christmas Day, tomorrow, for the
policy of knocking or smirching the jRoosevelt
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
records of public men who have at-- j done more great things than any other great
majority of them In all human
talned prominence in the two great member of the Roosevelt cabinet, and affairs there are ups and downs and
H. B. HOLT,
political parties or in attacking ad-- ; he has done them expeditiously, quiet- - therefore it must be assumed that
at Law.
Attorney
minlstratlve measures without just;ly and effectively. His temperament there are a few of them who are not
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
enulne provoca- is very different from that of the Pre- - as
cause and without
Practices is the District Courts as
well, as hale, as hearty and as prosor New isident, but like Mr. Roosevelt he thrl- 'on. It 13 rather ui
as
well
as before the 8uprem Court of
be
or
as
perous,
might
they
they
s- ves on work and gets things done. He would like to be. But as
that some
there are the Territory.
is judicial in training and habit of
i its boi
compensations even In the greatest
He weighs of misfortunes, and in tho most se
jming
thought. He Is
MARK B. THOMPSON
lecaus
carefully. He is eminently just, and vere of human trials, these and the
Aorney--Lae and
he has a convincing way. In defining New Mexican
hopes they are but few, District Attorney. EUchth District.
la well
justice and an effective way In apply- should bear their lot courageously and Dona Ana. Lincoln and Otero Coun
few K
ing it. So far as the Presidential of- with fortitude, and make the best un
ties.
ted t(
fice affects the business affairs of the der the circumstances.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
msh a!
nation, these affairs would be partioccassion 'cularly safe under the direction of
ry as ofte.,
HARVIE DUVAL,
Governor Curry has been in office
an Executive as Taft would
vers ana treat the Territorial
as
five
New
of
executive
Mexico
Attorney at Law.
clals, who deserve it and the promin- jniake."
months and has certainly in this short Laud, Mining and Corporation Law ex
ont citizens of the Territory who are
"The attempts of those opposed to time
performed much arduous and clusivejy. Practice in all the District
pushers and workers for what is good he continuation of the Roosevelt pol- successful labor for
administrative Im- - Courts' and Supreme Court. Special
lor New Mexico in the right way and lcles to belittle the political strength
He has succeeded In attention to perfecting titles and or
at the proper time.
iw.x uuiwui
Jl .Yli, lull UUI1UUI
many ways and has done more than ganizing and financing land and minAmong the latter class stands fore- make headway against the country's
other man as governor could have ing properties.
most the Santa Fe Daily New Mexi- knowledge of his character, capacity any
In this short time, and Office, Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M,
accomplished
can, a paper which in Its various edi- and achievements.
It is true that Mr.
are backbiters, and false afthere
yet
Koono
l
Vl
ll
Toff
tions never looses a chance to say
nnn,1U...
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
en who assail him with ua
fidavlt
V"
kindly and encouraging words con- mo IWUDCVl'll UULLUlUSUttUOIl.
BUI
and Counsellor at Law.
false statements, pre
Attorney
accusations,
just
Torwhy not? Next to the President him- varications
cerning the Estancia Valley and
How- Practices in the Supreme and District
misstatements.
and
rance county and give timely news self, he has been the most Important
Courts of the Territory.
ever it was ever thus. The friends
concerning its progress and condi figure in that administration. He does and admirers of the
New Mexico,
Socorro.
Office,
are
governor
many
Tn a rnnnn f loon n
JlnJ-ttartat nrtf eortlr f n tvmlm
tions
Iew
outnum6er
the
oppos
Jffm
published an editorial concerning the tiofor himself. He frankly relies on
CATRON & GORTNER.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law.
this county and valley during the last administration and of his own record.
Catron Block.
Senator Tillman of South Carolina
six years both in his capacity as a Yet he is by far the most distinctive
Fe
New Mexico.
has
Santa
in
van
himself
of
the
the
placed
as
an
citizen
The
as
as
and
official.
well
canmost
the
private
distinguished
of
leaders
the
movement
prohibition
editorial should be read by every citi- didate on the Republican side. OffJOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
zen of this valley and county as It icially he would make as strongly In- in the U. S. Senate. He has introduc
Notary Public.
contains solid facts, no more and no dividual a President as Mr. Roosevelt ed a bill prohibiting the Introduction
Office with the New Mexicaa Print
or carrying or carrying of liquors inless. In addition Delegate Andrews himself."
to prohibition states on interstate rail ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
is the Republican
representative In
'
road lines of transportation. This is
the 60th, Congress and Is certainly
In its issue of much better than the delivery
The
News
Tucumcarl
of
ROMAN L. BACA,
himself
valuable
a
proving
representin the Senate,
Real Estate and Mines.
ative for the people in general and last week on its front page publishes pitchfork speeches
The edi- a four column cut showing a field of While there Is life there is hope and
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
many citizens Individually.
Office Griffin Bldg., Washington
torial is none too strong and it Is milo maize and kafflr corn, and mak- - while a man Is In the U. S. Senate no
based upon actual achievements. The es tho following claims for the crops matter how erratic he may still do Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
Leader therefore gladly republishes raised in this field: "These crops can good.
be grown every year successfully and
08TEOPATHY.
it."
are equai to inaian corn ior siock or
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,
wonders will not cease In the
an Kinas. mis neia yieias en to so twentieth century. A Danish
Osteopath.
The owners of the mines in PennNo. 103 Palace Ave.
per acre of thrashed kafflr tlst by the name of Paulsen asserts
and
West Virginia in whose and maize every year and Is marketed
sylvania
he will per-- Successfully treats acute and chronic
stoutly that within a
properties three awful disasters have ai gooa ngures ai nome. worses, cat- - feet a process for year
commu-tie- , diseases without drugs or medicines,
telephonic
occurred in which thousands of lives
No charge for Consultatioa.
hogs and poultry fatten on this nicatlon between
home
.mtrv
of Innocent men were cut short with- product faster than on Indian corn."
and the United States without the use Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phone 156
out a moment's notice and the author- This at a
point where it was thought 0f wires for transmission. Should he
ities of the two states are now tak- five years ago absolutely Impractic- succeed Marconi will have to take a
CONY T. BROWN,
ing active steps to Investigate how, able to raise crops of any kind with- - back seat and
won't there be lots of
Mining Engineer.
when and where it all happened. This out Irrigation, and near a
thriving fun m talking from say, Copenhagen Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
is the old, old policy' of locking
,uuu peopie to Washington?
iowu ui
prosperous
School of Mines.
the stable doors after the horses are where five years ago there were
not
.
.
ocorrc
New Mexico.
stolen but it does not bring back to 500 Inhabitants. Verllv. New Mexico
nor
life the dead,
undo the great
Peace loving people of the United
is growing.
CORBET
SMYTH E,
states may make merry tomorrow, as
ery and fearful misfortune of the many
who were dependent upon those who
there Is evidently no danger of any Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
have lost their lives and does not Many millions of dollars will be paid trouble whatever with Japan. A trea- - Assaying and General Contracting.
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
bring back to the wives, mothers, sis- - out this week and next by railroad ty Is being negotiated which, when
Santa Fe, N. M
ters, and children their husbands, and industrial corporations as dlvl- - adopted will it is believed settle all East side Plaza.
their sons, their brothers and their dends on their stocks and bonds for differences between the United States
DAVID K. WHITE, C. E.
fathers. Tliat it Is high time that much the past six months. The sum to be and the Mikado's government. These
better and more careful precautions .distributed is really enormous and differences were never great at any
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
be taken by the authorities and by the runs Into the hundreds of millions of rate but were greatly exaggerated.
Irrigation, Water 8upply, Railroad
mino owners for the protection of the dollars. After. all prosperity 1b still
and Bridge Building.
lives and health of their ..employes Is with the country. In many of the cases
New Mexico.
8anta
Fe,
James Hamilton Lewis, formerly
certainly apparent to the most casual dividends have been slightly Increased member of Congress from the state
and only in a few Industrial companobserver. Will this be done?
E. W. HART.
of Washington, and now a denizen of
ies have they been reduced or passed.
Architects.
to be goverthe
proposes
Windy
Cky,
The United States is all right.
and Supervision
Plans
his
nor
of
to
and
of
be
state
Specifications
the
omission
words,
the
adopted
Despite
Address.
elected on the Democratic ticket. That
"In God We Trust" on the new $20
Rooms 5 and 6 Pioneer Bldg '
There 13 a good deal of similarity is J. Ham Lewis' views of the situa- gold pieces no one has yet declined
IIEast Las Vegas,
fo receive them. Gold la evldently j between tight money and a tight man. tion, but how about the people of
N M
Both are rather disagreeable.
Hnols? They may say nay.
t!l! vrry powerful
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The oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.

ALFRED

H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.

'

Surplus and Undivided Profits $63,500.

Capital 8tock, $150,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches. Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on cons Ignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liber al treatment in all respects, as It
with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety DeIs respectfully
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public

THE

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Ptopt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Ctfisiae and Table Service Unexcelled.

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
o

Santa Fo, New Mexico.
'
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LACOHU & GABLE,

far-seein-

j

.',:l-Ww..i-

Pt oprie tors.

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good Ore. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
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THE NEW MEXICO
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS.

-

J
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2

2-- 5

18T.

complete and thoroughly practical course of Instruction In Field
Fruit Growing,
Crops, Dairying, Farm Machinery, Farm Mechanics,
Agriculture, Cooking,
Vegetable Growing, Livestock and Elementary
Home Sanitation, Sewing, Fancy Needlework.
FOUR months beginning October 28th. Prepared for those who
cannot attend school the full year but who are free during November,
December, January and February. Course open to any one over fifteen

years

of age.

For further Information

address,

LUTHER FOSTER, President
P. O.) Agricultural College, N.

BEBKEQE inSDBHIIGE

VOEVBY

M.

GOjEPOHV

GENERAL AGENTS F OR NEW MEXICO FOR

PENH

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

,

"

MARCH

A

-

sclen-bushe-

TO

OCTOBER 2STH

OF PHILADELPHIA,

,

Purely a Mutua

,

flatiooal Surety

I

Insurance Company.

;

Co.; of J8cw York

Court Fidelity and Publl c Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies,

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
H. C. VONTZ
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RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE
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JEWELERY

CUT GLA85, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
Ml Ban Trundle St Santa Fe, N. af

Eyss Taatsd and
Fitted by

Up-t- o

Oats Method

,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER
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fiANTA FH NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. M.

24, 1907.

ALL LINES

MAKES WORK EASIER.

It's pretty hard to attend to duties
With a constantly aching back;
With annoying urinary disorders.
Doan's Kidney Pills make work
easier.
They cure backache.
They cure every kidney ill.
Lino Romero, living at Palace Ave.,
Santa Fe, N. M says: "I know that
Doan's Kidney Pills are all right and
act just as represented. If 1 had not
been confident of this fact no inducement could have led me to give m;
recommendation to this medicine as
I did some five years ago. I then
stated that this remedy which I procured at Ireland's drug store, has
cured me of a dull aching in the
small of my back which had bothered
me off and on for a long time, and
had by spells been the cause of my
laying off from work. During the
lapse of years I have now and then
noticed a slight return of the annoyance, but never one that has with-

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
leaves Santa Fe

No. 1 Southbound
1:40 p, m.

No. 2. Northbound
Fe 6:28 p. m.

arrives Santa

DENVER A RIO GRANDE.
No.

Fe

11

No.

Fe

4

426.

Eastbound 'eaves

Santa

a. m.
425 Westbound
p. m.

arrives Santa

ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA
Branch
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
No. 721
11:10 a.
6: BO p.
No. 723
No. 725
10:55 p.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
No. 720
8:25 a.
4:20 p.
No. 722
7:40 p.
No. 724

to

People Are Pleased
Learn How It Is Done.

Santa Fe

Entering and Leaving Santa recompiled According to Schedule
of Trains Now In Effect

MESILLA VALLEY
CHILD DROWNS IN
GROWING RAPIDLY
IRRIGATION DITCH

FE-Lam- y

m
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
n

Main Line Via Lamy,
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
to Albuquerque to discbarge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. ti
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
19 from the south and No. 2 from
the east.

(Homestead Entry

States.

Remember

the name Doan's

and

take no other.
"BOOTH'S FKESH OYSTERS."
Black Bass, Lake Trout, Perch,
Salmon, Silver Herring, Bullheads,
Frog's Legs, Lake Trout, Lobsters and
Shrimp can be found only at the Bon
Ton Restaurant, where they can cook
lust to your taste.

No. 7321.)

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 21, 1907
Notice Is hereby given that Cresen-cl- o
Garcia of Jemes, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
five year proof In support of his claim,
viz: Homestead Entry No. 7?21 made
November 17, 1902, for the S'W 4 section 24, Township 18 N., Range 3 E.
and the said proof will be made before M. C. de Baca, Probate Clerk,
at Bernalillo, N. M., on December 28,

Deplorable Accident
at
Claims Life of
Orphan Boy.

Correspondence of the New
Mexican.)
Chamberino, N. M., Dec. 24.
Creat strides are noticeable in the
march of civilization to the Mesilia
Valley. For several decades this yet
undeveloped garden spot lay dormant,
caused by divers reasons. Among the
most prominent
wa sthe uncontrollable Rio Grande which would change
its course several times each summer
and perhaus cause floods, thus ruining
Ing crops and destroying hundreds
of acres of good land. This is already
partly remedied by the work of energetic farmers who are straightening
the river and generally improving its
banks. And of course the completion
of the Elephant Butte dam will entireall danger from this
ly eliminate
source. The valley is gradually getting facilities so long needed. Slow
but sure the right kind of farmers are
setting up the vast valley and next
fall the valley will demonstrate through
Its exhibit at the Irrigation Congress
what can be produced. Energetic enterprising farmers are still needed and
there Is room for many hundreds.
Land Is yet cheap, though prices have
doubled within the last two years. One
can buy river bottom land of the most
fertile quality at from $15 to $50 per
acre partly improved.
There 13 now an organized congregation in this section under the pastorship of Rev. Dr. H. P. Bould of the
Methodist Episcopal Church South.
Although the schools are not what
they should be there is a public school
in each precinct and they
supply primary education. The big College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts a little
higher up the Valley is a fine school
where higher education is given at
very low cost.
The people of this place are in hopes
of getting two bridges over the river
which will connect Chamberino
bv
railroad and give cheap accress to the
best markets, so that in a year or so
more this county will be equal to the
most up to date California agricultural districts.

Lakewood, N. M Dec. 24. A
orphan boy who was betas
reared by Thomas Crawford and wife,
child was found floating in a ditch
here a few days ago. The body of tho
child was found floating in the ditch
which contained about a foot of wa
tor by John Moxley and J .K. Stringer
who were passing that way and they
took the body from the water and
tried to restore life, but this provei
fruitless.

(Special

connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east, and No. I limited, west at stood Doan's Kidney Pills. They go
right to the seat of the trouble and
Lamy.
and thoroughly.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at remove it quickly
The good opinion I first formed of
Lamy.
Doan's Kidney Pills still remains and
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9, always will."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
No. 720

Chamberino Center of Rich Agricultural Section Keeping Rio Grande
Within Its Channels.

DeWitt's Kianey and Bladder Fills
afford quick relief for all forms of
bladder and kidney trouble. A week's
treatment, 25 cent3. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.

I

two-year-o- ld
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Two-Year-Ol- d
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Good Cough Medicine For Children
The season for coughs and colda Is
now at hand and too much care can-

not be used to protetc the children.
child Is much more likely to contract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
he has a cold. The quicker you cure
his cold the less the risk. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is the solo re
liance of many mothers and few of
those who have tried it are willing to
use any other. Mrs. F. F. Starcher, of
Ripley, W. Va., says: "I have never
used anything other than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for my children
and It has always given good satisfaction." This remedy contains no opium
or other naroctlc and may be given as
confidently to a child as to an adult.
For sale by all druggist:,.
A

HOT TAMALE3.
Hot Tamules, Chile Verde, Chile
Colorado, Pozole with Cuerltos,
and Chicken Temolo are among
the Mexican and Spanish dishes which
are being served nightly at the
short order house, The Bon Ton
Restaurant.
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STUDY T HE MAP.
The natural point on the New A., T. & S. F. Cutoff for the dlstribu-tion of freight, having the advantag of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct com munlcatlon will ail points Id the Ter- rltory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open.
Surrounded by a fine farming countr y. The purest water in Nw Mexico,
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico. Tb
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short iine through New Mexio
Willard Is a growing town. Wlllard will make a City. Study the Ma.'
For Information, cal on or address
e

The finest coffee substitute ever
made, has recently been produced by
Dr. Shoop of Racine, Wisconsin. You
don't have to boll it twenty or thirty
minutes. "Made In a minute," says
The New Mexican Printing Com-the doctor. "Health Coffee" is really
An vniir Inh
nnnvJ will
'' ".i-" " with
" - - - Tipnt.
the closest Imitation ever yetp roduced
. . rfw- .
ness ana aispatcn.
Not a grain of real coffee In it either.
Health Coffee Imitation Is made from
There is nothing better oaered the
pure toasted cereals or grains, with
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE.
public today for stomach troubles,
malt, nuts, etc Really it would fool
WILLARD, N. fe.
dyspepsia,
indigestion, etc., than
an expert wer he to unknowingly
For
Dull
That
Atfer
KODOL.
a
scientific
is
This
Feeling
preparaEeatlng.
1907.
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach drink it for Coffee. For sale by Cart
He names the following witnesses tion of natural digestants combined
Davis Co
to prove his continuous residence up- with vegetable acids and it contains and Liver Tablets for some time and wrlght
tttt&SX&XXX WCMSS xvtvt
KVXSX xxsxs xwsx
can
the same Juices found in every healthy
testify that they have done n.4
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
TO AND FROM ROBWELL.
more
evthan
stomach.
KODOL
I
is
to
tablets
good
have
any
guaranted
Juan Gayegas, Francisco Gallegos,
Connection maae v,ith Automobile
Jose Ylarlo Ruis, Juan Mestas, all of give relief. It is pleasant to take; it er used. My trouble was a heavy dull
will
feel
after
fine
make
you
by digesting feeling
eating David Freeman, Linn at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Balleclto, N. M.
what you eat. Sold by The Ireland Kempt. Nova Scotia. These tablets Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
MANUEL R. OTERO,
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.
strengthen the stomach and Improve well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Register. Pharmacy.
the digestion. They also regulate the at 12 noon. Automobile leave" Ros
liver and bowels. They are far super- well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar
ior to pills but cost no more. Get a rives at Torrance at 10
LIVEHY.80ARDENG AHD FEED
p. ra. The fare
free sample at all druggists and see between Santa Fe and Torrance is
what a splendid medicine It is. For $5.80 and between Torrance and Roe
FIRST-CLAS- S
CARRIAGE SERVICE
sale by all druggists.
well $10.. Reserve seats 01 automo
GOOD SADDLE HORBEfl
I
bile by wire.
- HEALTH-RE-SOR- T
3
FINE R103
J. W. STOCKARD,
NEW COUNTY JAIL
Manager Automobile Line
-
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FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS
CELEBRATED
IN THE SOUTHWEST

1

.

j

j

AT CARLSBAD

j

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
'PHONE 132.
vssss $ssxa
zx$x vsxxx sx
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Danger In Asking Advice.
When you have a cough or cold do
Course of Construction
not ask someone what is good for It,
Many
Hdmeseekers Coming In.
as there Is danger of taking some un
The waters of the Springs have proven very beneficial and thor
known
preparation. Folye's Honey
oughly efficacious in cases of Kidney troubles, Locomotor Ataxia,
t
Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 24. The Coun- and Tar cures coughs, colds and pre
I am Sole Agent in this city for
Rheumatism, Gout, Neuritis, General Debility, and a perfect tonic for
ty Commissioners have in course of vents pneumonia. The genuine is In a
the
of the human system, body and mind.
construction a new county jail here yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
First class hotel, with modern improvements, at the Springs.
,The old structure has been repeated For sale by the Ireland Pharmacy.
ly condemned by grand juries as un
Rooms with bath if required. The greatest of care and attention given
sanitary and insufficient for the needs
first-clasfirst-class
s
FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
to guests and invalids, fable
and to Buit. Miles of
of the county. The new building Is
Men whose work keeps them largely
roads in vicinity of Hotel and Spurings; carriages, buggies and
being constructed In the rear of the
men whose vital forces are
sadle horses furnished on application.
court house and will be connected indoors;
consumed by the tremendous strain
wfth that building by a bridge from
Climate of the best, especially from September 1st to June 1st
entailed by constant mental Applica
Fit and wear guaranteed. Sole agent for "Crossetta" Men's
the second story. A grand Jury room, tion to business
AddreBs for particulars and for circulars.
details, will find Dr.
"Best on Earth." Please call and convince yourself. No
Shoes,
jailer's home and other conveniences Laurltzen's Malt Tonic the most
s
will be provided under the same roof.
to
trouble
show goods.
and Invigorating of tonics.
The building will cost approximately
H. S. KAUNE A CO.
111,000.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 31
is
Carlsbad
Its
real
first
enjoying
THOS. O. MDIRMOTT,
share of the immense influx of
Muscular Pains Cured.
colonists Into the Pecos Valley. For
Faywood Hot Springs, Grant County, New Mexico.
two years this part of the
"During the summer of 1903 I was
the
past
'
.
M
vaney uas noi oniy sunerea unaer me troubled with muscular pains in the In
handicap of being deprived of water step of my foot," says Mr. S. Ped
from the washing out of the old dam, lar, of Toronto, Ont. "At times It was
but under the old plan of Issuing pass so painful I could hardly walk. Cham
es to real estate agents who acted as berlain's Pain Balm was reoemmended
colonization
agents the newcomer to me, so I tried it and was complete
down
as far as the lower ly cured by one small bottle. I have
got
rarely
the
world. The efficiency of these wat
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
since recommended it to several of my
located In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by valley, being taken in tow by the ag"Elastic" Bookcass
all of vhom speak highly of
ents
of
the
friends,
companies
occupying
miles west the miraculous cures attested to In the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
it."
all
the original antfonly per- For
sale by
druggists.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of 8anta following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- lands lying higher up the valley. Since
fort
KsL'esft
ir
the
of
the
government
completion
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- a matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
made. The doors are non V
"HOI
HOI"
OY3TER3I
of
dam
the
here
and
opening
rigation
8tatlon, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, 8yphllltlc and
binding,
oper
tracts of land lying as far as
The first of the season just received
ate on roller bearings, and I 11
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, the fine
below.
the
miles
peoat
Carlsbad,
order
thirty
the
short
only
dally line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc
positively cannot gel out
of order. Bases furnished
The temperature of these waters Is etc oard, lodging and bathing 2.50 ple have been coming into their own. houset The Bon Ton, where they are
ith or without drawers.
During a recent excursion great being served to your taste. Call and
Sfin
nap
from 90 to 122 degrees. Yhe gases are nmm rfju" SIR nap uuftAlr'
found
1 Call and see them, or
of
their
numbers
homeseekers
A.
Booth
convinced.
be
handle
j
They,
meets
Denver trains
carbonic Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage
send for catalog No. 105
way to this section and fully twenty New York oysters, which come in
very dry .and delightful the year and waits for 8anta Fe train upon re- five
New Mexican!
th
One
By
hands.
farms
pecu
cans.
sealed
changed
all
round. There Is now a commodious quest This resort Is attractive at
Local!
Is
that
Company,
of
here
Printing
liar
situation
the
part
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Pas- N. M.
Santa
FE,
agents.
i the land cannot be held by speculators
Com
The New Mexican Printing
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Callente can eav.
u" u
has the largest most mdoern and
pany
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at . 9 a. m and reach Ojo, or those
a few
who reside
best
not
are
j
arranged book bindery In the
diseases,
accepted tagious
r- w
o.- -.
- n miles of the property. The undesirable Southwest. The best kind of work
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains e-rait .ivi
11 wui
I
mt
mm.T
m..-- u.
sneculator is thus cut off and the
mtrxm riprrnsii
.mi
U4
af alkaline salts to the gallon, being nin i .fliiHRTM.
onry turned out. Prices very low and
homeseeker
encouraged.
satisfaction guaranteed. If you have
the richest alkaline Hot 8prlngs In tlculars, address,
cooks to bind, whether the largest
Passed Examination Successfully.
PROPOSALS FOR OFFICE BUILDING. '
"When the Stomach, Heart, or
ledger or Journal, or magazines and Department of the Interior, Office ot Indian
James Donahue, New British, Conn.,
nerves get weak, then these or- pamphlets or need any other binding Affairi, Washington, D. C. . December 8 907,
SKALED 'PROPOSALS
marked on writes:
"I tried several kidney rem
Ojo Callente. Taos County, K .M gans always fall. Don't drug the call for figures, samples and prices of the outatde of the lealed plainly
envelope, "PropoOffice
nor
or,
sals
for
heart
Santa
the
stimulate
Fe, New Mex-loo- " edies, and was treated by our best
the New Mexican Printing Company,
Building
stomach,
and addressed to the Commissioner of
kidneys. That Is simply a makeshift, The company Is anxious to serve yon Indian Affairs. Washington. 1. C will be physician for diabetes, but did not lm
to
received at the Indian Office until 2 o'clock prove until I took Foley's Kidney Cure
Get a prescription known
Drug- and will give you satisfactory rates,
p. m. of January 13 1908 for furnishing the ftAer the second bottle I showed Im
ResDr.
as
Snoop's
gists everywhere
necessary materials and labor to construct
and complete an office building at the Santa provement and Ave bottles cured Q13
torative. The Restorative Is prepared
Notice to Our Customers.
Fe Sohool, New Mxlco. in strict accordance
expressly for these weak inside We are pleased to announce that with plans, specifications and instructions completely. I have since passed a
to bidders, which may bexitmined at this rigid examination for life Insurance."
mese nerves p0i6v.B tToneT and TftP Ar
nerves, .atrenginen
the offloes of "The Citizen," Albuback-ach- e
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Resto- - coldB and ,ung troubles Is not affected Office,
167 tan Fran Cisco ttreet
querque. N. Mex., ''The New Mexican," San- Foley's Kidney Cure cures
the Builders and Traders and all forms of kidney and bladder
ratlve tablets or liquid and see how Dy the National Pure Food and Drue ta Fe, N. Mex.,Omaha.
Nebr , St. Paul, Minn,
Sxchanges.at
quickly help will come. Free sample law as lt contalns no opiates or other and Minneapolis, Minn., the Northwestern trouble. For sale by The Ireland
Manufacturers
St Paul Minn,, Pharmacy.
Association,
naon
sen
ur.
iesi
anoop,
harmful drugs, and we recommend it the U. S. Indian Warehouses
request Dy
at Chicago,
worm
111..
cme, wiB. 1 iour neann
is
Omaha.
Louis.
Mo.. New
Nebr..
St.
as
a Bafe reme(jy for children and
sureiy
rm mm
.n
1
111. I
N.
For further
and
at
the
school.
York,
T.,
mis simple wsi. aoia Dy an aeaiers. adults. For sale by The Ireland information
The seals and record books for no
apply to U. J. Oandall. Supt.,
Santa Fe. New Mexico. C. F. LARRABEE, taries
..
Pharmacy.
public for sale by the New Mex
commissioner.
Acting
'
:
"
The New Mexican Printing Com-- '
ican Printing Company at very reason,
Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
able rates. Seals for incorporated
Keep your tmsuess ever before the
lany la headquarters for engraved
Opals, Turquols, Garnets and Other Gems.
cards de vlste In New Mexico. Get public bv advertising in toot home
Witch Haiel companies are also handled. Call at
DeWitt's
Carbolizea
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
our work done here and you will be paper. A good advertiser always ha Salve. Get DeWitt's. Sold by The or addresB tha New Mexican Printing
Ireland Pharmacy.
success In spy honest enterprise.
pleased in every particular.
Company, Sanu Fe, New Mexleo.

Structure to Cost

$11,000 Now In

the

"SCHWABS"

Celebrated Set Price Suits of

$10.00 $15.00 $20.00 25.00
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and Mrs. J. W. Warren of Buck
man are In the city to spend Christ- Juan D. Martinez, Daniel Komero
and Carplo Lopez of Raton are In
town on a vacation and visiting with
friends.
William Frayne, a Taos citizen, was
to
in town vesterdav and attended
home
returned
He
business.
personal
'this morning.
Rev. John R. Gass of Albuqureque,
synodical missionary of the Presbyterian church in New Mexico, was in
town today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Meliton Vigil left this
afternoon for Albuquerque, in which
viscity they will spend the holidays
friends.
iting relatives and
Mrs. Gregorio Rael and son Jacobo,
left this afternoon for Albuquerque,
where they will spend the holidays
visiting relatives and friends.
Mrs. Charles A. Schuerlch of Clovls,
formerly of Enclno, has arrived in the
city for the holidays, and is a house
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P.
Gable.
J. M. Gallegos, who lives near Capu-lln- ,
Colorado, and who has relatives
and friends in Santa Fe, Is a holiday
visitor. He is registered at the

s

For Christmasour display of toys, novel-itieand goods are the largest we ever
had. Every department of our store is f ry
well represented. This is the season of the
and
year when we have hundreds of ladieswaithundredsof men patrons and we enjoy
ing on them. The fact is we have just the
things for Xmas gifts. Most cverythinfljn
the market is represented in our store for
Xtnas presents.

If yoti cannot find something to
phase yon here you certainly

Cor-onad-

1

Mr. and Mrs. Ellas P. Romero of
Santa Rosa aro registered at the
Hotel. They came here to pay
a visit to friends and renew old ac-

dont want to buy.

Our handsome display and

Nor-mandi- o

most anythirg

can please
you wish for and we are sure we
the public not only in the large stock and
the different varities, but you would be

surpristdat our ridiculous low prices.
Be stf e and visit out store

and take advantage of
the handsome display of
electric lights.
You never saw anything lite it in

Santa Fc.

ATHAN SALMON.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN

CARLOAD FROM THE
HOME OF THE BIG

RED APPLE
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Attack of Inflammatory Rheumatism
Left Sufferer With No Appetite-S- kin
Peeled and Hair Came Out

WINTER GROCERY COMPANY.

Bed Sores DevelFailed Until

-- All Treatment

PROVED SUCCESSFUL

Telephone No. 40,

Fe.
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imiMiiimi
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WHISKEY

Om goods having been bought
inbond-T- he
Pure Food Law,
have not changed any of our
labels.
Phone No.
W

W W

w

w

"THE CLUB."

94.

m

CHRISTMAS CANDIES
Just arrived large consigment of
Huylcr's
Sweets in

and

one-hal- f,

Gunther's Famous
one, two and

five pound boxes
Watch our

ffMow

Display.

Their ela nd Pharmacy
41

HAD

MORE

A

COMPLETE OR BETTER LINE OF
!

ape is1 nenitii. use
BALLARD'S
i (T

11-1-

May Gift

ft

SYRUP

visas,

And you Trill bare hraltli.
Great cave should bo taken of
ones .health and Ca'iard's
Horehountl Syrup will cure

To select from than what
we have on display Toys,

Fuif, Leather Goods,
Brass Goods, Dolls, Um-

COLDS, CROUP,
ALL
AND
BRONCHITIS
PULMONARY. DISEASES.
COUGHS,

Mrs.

J. II. McNeil.

brellas, Smoking Jackets, etc., and all the Latest Novelties.

Biilfc

T.nfefl f lit v. Utah, writes: "I
am eighty years old and I
thank Jiorohound Byrup for
having cured mo of coughs
coldsand other like diseases."
Three Slaps 25c, 50c and 1.00.

Ballard Snow Liniment Go.

Seligman Bros

Co

Wholesale and Retail

CrOOIDJS

JDHRjUT
'Phone

21.

P. O. B.

36

CHARL

WAGWER

nrnitare Company.
Iron and Brass Beds, Rattan Goods, Kitchen
Corner Stands, wardrobes, desks and Imported

and

Book

Cabinets,
goods.

embalming and

undertaking;
A SPECIALTY
San Francisco St Thone 10
'Phone No 1
Night Oall

306-- 8

!

I

When You Want to Buy,
Sell or Exchange

BBILD

GOODS

Keep Busy Until You Find

D. S. LOWITZKI

PRICE $3.00.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
of Picture Moulding.

(Continued On Page Eight.)
Herewith are some Bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: , Code of Civil Procedure of the
Terltory of New Mexico, 1S97, bheep
bound, tl; paper bound, 75c; Missouri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Code Pleadings, $6; the two
$10;
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1899, 1901," rnd 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
Flexible-Cove- r
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New Mex
Ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Cotaplla-tloCorporation Laws 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; .vloney's Direst of New Meico Reports, full
iheep, $0.50; full list sclocl blanks.

fr

"About four years ago I had a very
severe attack of inflammatory rheumatism. I was taken very ill and was soon
in a hieu fever. I did not leave my
bed i'or four months, and during three
of those months I could not move voluntarily, the pain was so intense. My
skin peeled, and the high fever played
havoc with the lustre of my hair, which
came out in bunches. I also had three
two on
large bed sores on my back,
the shoulders and one at the waist. I
could have cried the first time 1 saw
myself in a mirror. I had lost fully
thirty-si- x
pounds, and looked like a
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexiconsumptive. I did not gain very can and get the news.
rapidly, and my appetite was very poor.
When I was able to get around, I had
all my friends advising remedies, z, A all
i tried many,
guaranteed 'sure cures
But they wero of little help, and until
I tried Cuticura Resolvent I bad had
no real relief. That gave me such an
that I felt half starved a' out
appetite
all the time, and I immediately began to
gain in weight, my complexion cleaied.
and I felt better. The bed sores wont
very soon after a few applications of
Cuticura Ointment, and when I used
Cuticura Soap as a shampoo and Cuticura Ointment as a massage, my hair Every Evening and Wednesday
and
began to regain its former glossy apMatinee.
8aturday
all
am
I
made over,
pearance.
really
and cannot say enough for the Cuticura
Remedies. Mrs. Lavina J. Henderson,
MOVINO PICTURES?
138 Broad St., Stamford, Conn.. March
6 and 12, 1907."
"Honesty Is th Best Policy."
"GypBey'B Revenge."
"Victim of Science."

D

I k Christmas
Remembrance sure to be appreciated
can be found at

The

Wood-Davi-

Hardware Store

s

little patohea of eczema on the
skin, scalp, or bands, which are instantly
relieved and speedily cured, in the
majority of cases, by gentle apointinss
of Cuticura Ointment, the great Skin
Cure, preceded by warm baths with
Cuticura Soap. This treatment succeeds
when all else falls, and is pure, sweet,
permanent, and economical.

External and Internal Treatment fo?
Every Humor of Infants, Children, and Adults con.
fists of Cuticura Soap (2Jo.) to Cleans the Skin,
Cuticura jOlntment 50o.) to Heal the Sfcin, and
gutlciyaReeolvent (60c ),(orln tin form of Cbocolsta
Coated Pins 26c per lnl of 60) to Purity the Blood,
old throughout the wrrld. Potter Drug A Chem.
Corp.,-- Sole Props,, Boston. Mass.
MlIed Jr!, Cuticura Book oa Skin Dinaset,

on

41
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A HOUSE

ITCHING DEVILS

Are

Complete

Phone

NEVER

n
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WILL SOON BE HERE

SANTA CLAUS

CONDITION

A TRIAL OF CUTICURA

--
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"

and

ICOlLEfflT'S

oped

I
Plaza, Santa

CHRISTMAS

ST. l.OUiS, MO.,
quaintances.
Mrs. Harry C. Hall, of Thornton,
reached the city yesterday and is a
Sold and Recommended by
guest at the Palace. Her husband is
FISCHER DRUG STORE.
a ranger stationed on the Jemez national forest.
last night for Las VegaB where he
Joseph Seidl, a citizen of the new will sDend a few days visiting Ills
town of Stanley, looked after business
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Rayn
affairs today in the Capital. He has parents,
and attend a family reunion there
olds,
taken up a homestead en'try in the
on Christmas day.
Stanley section.
George E. Brewer, the Insurance ad
A. Garfield Fleming of New York,
who has been in the city for
jutter
City, who is sojourning at Pena Blan several days
settling the losses bus
ca for the benefit of his health, was
as a result of the recent fire In
tained
among yesterday's arrivals in the Cap the
Laughlln block, has completed his
ital to spend the holidays.
mission and returned this morning to
Octaviano Ulibarrl, a well to do
his home In Albuquerque.
farmer and sheep raiser near TIerra
Mrs. George W. Armljo, wife of
Amarllla reached the city last night
Clerk Armljo, and her sister,
Probate
and is stopping at the Coronado. He
Miss Eugenia Manderfleld, have re
came on personal business.
turned home from El
Paso, Texas,
Juan Delgado, who is clerking in where
been for several
have
they
the ttore of the Santa Fe Go'd and months. Mrs.
Armljo went to the Pass
Copper Company at San Pedro, has re
of her health.
benefit
the
for
City
turned to his home in this city tn
Romero of San
Treasurer
Eugenlo
spend Christmas with his family.
the city
county
through
Miguel
passed
Miss Josephine Grimshaw was ex
en route to the Estancla valley
today
pected to arrive In the city this ev where ho has lumber and live stock
ening on a holiday visit at the home Interests. Mr. Romero although sevenof her. parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
ty years of age Is a hustler and Is as
Grimshaw, at 216 Grant avenue.
halo and hearty as the average man
H. Lutz, one of the old time merch
of fifty.
ants of Lincoln, Lincoln county, and
Rev. Eugene E. Smith, of Grand
for a number of years treasurer of the
by
Colorado, accompanied
Junction,
county, was a guest today a't the HO' his wife and
a few
spent
daughter,
on
came
to
the Capital
tel Claire. He
days in the city en route to southern
business.
New Mexico, where they will. spend
Rev. Jules Molinle, formerly pastor
the winter. Rev. Smith was formerly
of the Church of the Immaculate Con
pastor of the Methodist church at
coptlon at East Las Vegas, arrived in Grand Junction, but Is now
engaged In
the city yesterday and has entered up
and fruit raising near that
farming
on his duties as assistant priest at the
11
city.
Cathedral.
Charles A. Scheurlch, well and favMiss Clara D. True, teacher at the
orably known In this city In business
U. S. Indian school at Santa Clara,
and
and who for the past
and Mrs. L. M. Randall, teacher at the two socially,
has
been managing the store
years
U. S. Indian school near Chlmayo, are
of E. W. Bond and Brother at Enclno,
guests at the Palace. They came to Torrance
county, has gone to Clovls,
spend Christmas.
the new and thriving town on Ihe
Hon. James Wallace Raynolds left Eastern
Railway of New Mexico in
Roosevelt county, where he has gone
Into business.
The New Mexican
has known Mr. Scheurlch since boyhood. He is a son of the well known
pioneer Aloys Scheurlch of Taos, and
has many friends in the counties of
Taos, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe. He is
a man In the prime of life and of superior business qualifications.
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THE BIG CHRISTMAS

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1907.

T

'

"She Walts By the Deep Sea."
MOVINO PICTURES.
Cleaner."
"The Window

Roller Skates

Monday

Dumb Belld, pair
7..,..
Revolvers
Indian Clubs
Fancy Tea and Coffee Pots
Five O'Clock Teas
Chafing Dishes
"1847" Silverware Spoon Sets
"1847" Silverware Knife and
Forks, dozen
. .
Manicuring Sets ....

Coffee Percolators

Skates
Pocket Knives

...

......

Air Guns
Boxing Gloves, Set

Exercisers

.... ........

Scissor Sets
Fire Sets
Nut Sets
Fruit Knives

. .

Sleds

........

Red Wagons
Razor Sets
Shaving Sets

,

,

.......

Playing Cards

Carvers
Rifles
Shotguns

....................

....
......

......

.

Hunting Coats
Watches

...................

and

Thursday.

10c
Admission
;
20c
Reserved 8eate
Doors open at 7 o'clock; Performances
At 7:30 and 8:30 o'clock,

..... ..........

........

Safety Razor Sets

Sweaters

"Meteor"
Change of Programme

THE LIST TO CHOOSE FROM.
Crumb Sets

Wood-Dav- is

Hardware

Co.

-

AOTA FB yEW MEXICAN SANTA JFB, N.M.
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Prepared to Fffi Small or Large Orders for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

I

HAS.
Wish all my friends
and patrons

rier was put to work yesterday
ing giving his entire time to the
ery of registered letters and parcels.
An automatic cushion door closer
is being Installed at the main entrance
to the Federal building. Other imare being made to the
provements
building including the repairing of
the eaves and the trap door leading
to the roof.

Place your account with us NOW,
when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money fcr any pur
pose whatsoever, you will And u amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on th( very best terms and rate
obtainable anywhere.
n

vault!

'

A FJcrr y

Christmas

.

jj

CHRISTMAS
OFFERING

LIVERY
FINE M6S, RELIABLE HORSES, SIN6LE
BUGGIES, SURMES, HICKS.

NO. 9

CALL UP 'PHONE

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Rifiht.

Sparrow's Chocolate'
1--

2

lb. and 1 lb. fancy
boxes
Why Pay Fancy Prices

Save mosey

by buying

Sparrow, note better

YOU HIT THE RIGHT

FEED

when you strike this establlshmeent
we handle nothing but
FRIST-CLAS-

S

FLOUR AND FEED.

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unIf you are one of these
acquainted.
should
you
give us a trial order at
i

....

once.

.

-

.1

Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

LEO

HER SON

Wholesale anu Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEX.,

Bulk Candies
20-2- 5
and 35c
FANCY

LAYfR

15 to 30c

RAISNS

per

HUT

of all kinds

New Mexico

P.

Mn aiJ Naval

pples
Qranps

-

MALAGA GRAPES

H.S. KAUNESCO.

CAUL AjSD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CHRISTMAS GOODS
3

.8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

WE

26.

two eastern connections this evening.
There were fifteen passengers for the
Estancia valley on the Rock Island
train from the east yesterday as well
!as a ton or more of mall for Estancia
Valley and Santa Fe points.
Fair and warmer weather is promised for Christmas Day in the official
forecast for New Mexico. In Santa Fe
the temperature at C o'clock this
mornInS waa 20 degrees and the low 1
est during last night was 19 degrees.
,The maximum temperature yesterday
,was 45 degrees at 2:20 p .m., and the
minimum temperature 18 degrees at
5:50 a. m., the mean temperature being 32 degrees and the average relative humidity C7 per cent.
A nice box of candy Is an acceptable
present for any person. We have It.
Fisher Drug Company.
No.
1,
Santa Fe Commandery
krS
Knights Templar, In accordance with
Instructions from the grand master
of Knights Templar of the United
States, and the grand commander of
the grand commandery of New Mexico
will hold a special convocation tomorrow at 10 a, m., at Its asylum for the
purpose of observing proper ceremonies in celebration of the Christmas day. Every Sir Knight In the city
who can possibly attend Is requested
to be present.
There was a real live Santa Claus
acting and on hand yesterday and
today at the dry goods store of Sellg-maBrothers Company on the south
side of the Plaza. He was a little
fellow but evidently very old from his
appearance and acted with becoming
decorum and gravity. It was a great
attraction for the school children and
many of them crowded Into the store
to see him, shake hands with him and
try to Induce him to talk but he
wouldn't If he could and he couldn't
if he would. He was proud of his
job.

SANTA ROSA, N. M.
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(Continued on Page Eight.)

Chafing Dish or beautiful set of Silverware, new Saddle,
Bridle or Quirt, pretty Writing Desk, Wardrobe, Dresser
or Chiffonier, Rocker or Sewing chair, beautiful
Bed,
Couch or Davenport, USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE HUSBAND: A set of Tools, Gardening
Outfit, Hunting Outfit and a splendid Shot Gun or Rifle,
Driving Outfit, pretty Runabout, set of Single or Double
g
harness, Saddle or Bridle, Shaving Set and a
Safety Razor, good Desk or Pocket Knife, Rocker,
Couch or easy Chair, Dresser, Wardrobe or Chiffonier,
Carving Set, Table Set or beautiful piece of Table Ware,
money-earnin-

USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE WIFE: A Dinner Set, or some of

our
beautiful Plates, Cups and Saucers, Vases, Bowls, Creamers and Sugars, Sauce and Berry Dishes, Glasses and water Pitchers, Baking Dishes, Chafing Dishes, Standard
Silverware, Tableware, Tea or Coffee Pot in Alumnum,
Nickle, Granite, Enamel or Tin, Cooking Stoves, Heaters
and Ranges, Tin and Granite Ware, Furniture, Beds
Mattresses Springs, Tillows, Shades, Wall Paper, Carpet
Mattresses, Springs, Pillows, Shades. USEFUL PRES-

, , ,

ENTS.
EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE.
Phone No. 83.

Mail Orders Solicited.
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The Famous Falstaff Beeb

New Mexico Milileiy

HENRY
KRICK
Sofa Agent for
'

ROSWELL,
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Order Fill,o lor Any Amount. Mall Ordcre
will Receive Prompt AttenUea.

Phone 38.
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WHY DID YOU COME WEST?
To rest, recuperate, hunt, fish, breathe fresh, pure air, see mountain
scenery, get a change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions,
no rure food law.
and fiet food that
That's why you came westl
,
There is a beautiful little valley that nestles between the htf "lest mountains of the Rockies on t le upper Pecos river; Ideal aWtude, 7,000 feet, and
nwarno
with trout
temperature Identical wit i Santa Fe. Its stream
The
and the woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
ranchers live the life of the west There are mountain Hon, bears, deer
and wolves for the hunter. There are saddle ponies to be had for the
tent
asking, rooms in a big, rambling ranch house with wide verandas,
rooms or a cabin if you want It. The days are never dull. Tou see a
great ranch eand the genuine western life. Fresh milk, butter and eggs--all
you can drink and eat. Sleep In blankets at nightfish In your shirt
sleeves during the day. You couldn't spend more than 19 a week if you
tried. Ita the place you are looking for. Accommodations for boh ma
and women.
Inquire this office or address THE VALLEY RANCH, Pecos, N. M.
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Army Officer Detailed

by War

Depart

ment.. Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL
IN CLASS "A."
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Water.

SODA WATER,
Flavor

NEW

Irttittte.

"The West Point of the Southwest"

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
And All Kinds of Mineral
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PRESENTS.
FOR THE BOY: A new Sled, Wagon or Vclociped,
Wheelbarrow, an Irish Mail Car, or a Coaster, a pair of
Skates, or Rollers, a Pocket Knife, Hamilton or Repeating
Rifle", Cartridge Belt and Hunting or Fishing Outfit,
beautiful Cup and Saucer. USEFUL PRESENTS.
FOR THE GIRL: A new Sled or a pair of Skates, a
dainty Pocket Knife or pair of Scissors, a pretty plate or
set of Dishes, beautiful Picture Plates, Reading Lamp,

NOTICE.
The New Mexico Educational Association will be in session in this city
on December 26, 27, 28. Private fam-Hie- s
in a position to furnish teachers
room and board or room or board
alone are requested to write to A. M.
Sanchez, Santa Fe, stating prices
charged, the kind of accommodation
offered.
Subscribe for the Daily New
can and get the news.

1

FOR BABY: A new Crib or Drop-Sid- e
Iron Bed,
pretty High Chair or Rocker, a beautiful Mug or Drinking Cup, an excellent pair of Manicure Scissors. USEFUL

n

ottezmiia Avenue.
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SPECIAL

LAS VIOAt, &

I Useful

Oswald W. DIgneo and Juanito Ro
mero left this afternoon for Wlllarrl
where they will furnish music for a
Christmas eve ball. From Wlllard to- morrow they will go to Estancia,
where they will play tomorrow night
at another dance.
The postoffice will observe Sunday
hours tomorrow forenoon. The general
delivery and register windows will be
upen irom nine to ten o'clock In th
forenoon. There will be one collection
and one delivery of mail and the dispatch of all mails at the usual hours.
A shopping bag is the nicest kind
of a present for a lady at Fisher
Drug
Company.
The Santa Fe Central failed to connect with the Rock Island train last
evening and It will therefore bring in

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurancs
papers, etc., why not rent one of sir
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
papers will bs safe In our flrepreof

LFFL 0

85W35EWSF

carmorndeliv-

OF DEPOSIT A ND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

II

Mass) Office,

that an additional letter

ON CERTIFICATES

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f
yrjt

post-offic-

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits

a

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Weather forecast for New Jt
and X
Fair tonight
X
warmer
with
Wednesday
X
weather.

a box of fine cigars.
The Capital City club has Issued In
vitations for a dance to be given at
Elks' hall on Palace avenue tomor
rom night. The affair promises to be
an enjoyable one.
Mrs. Marie Michaelson resumed her
duties as telephone operator at the
local exchange today after being confined to her home by Illness for the
past two weeks.
Cigars In Xmas boxes for presents
for the men at Fisher Drug Company.
The incoming malls since yesterday
have been so heavy at the' local
e

This is a Cash Sale.

r

I
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Buy your Christmas candy at Fish
er Drug Company.
The Sunday School Christmas serv
ice and tree was held In the Episcopal
church this afternoon at 5 o'clock.
Ehlo's fire sale will continue tomor
row. Tho store will be open from 9
a. m., to 12 m.
W. N. Townsend remembered the
employes of the New Mexican Print
ing Company with a Christmas gift of

Doors Open Tuesday
Noon

ii
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Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or foe business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthiest
location of any Military School In the Union.
Located In the beautiful Pecos Valley the
garden spot of the West at an elevation
of 3,700 feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during session.
Eleven fficers and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly
furnished, heated,
lighted and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
G. Hamilton,
Vice President; J. Phelps
White, Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson, Secretary, and W. A. Finlay.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Promv
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
IIIHOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
610

t.

.

Brosdway, Los Angeles, Calif.
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Santa Fe Central

The New Mexican'
Daily Short Story

Rail-

way Company

TIE t&sle
Effective

August

Sunday,

North Bouud

South Bound
No
1

I

1

9p

29p
49 p
19 p
50p

ft

7

I

No a

T,000 S 28
4 2
6,870 3 36
8,260 3 00
ii 35
6,1711
8,140 2 13
8,12ft 12 41
6 47r U 15

Fa...Arr
.fieunedr....
. Stanley ...
.MorlartT ...
.Uelutoah...
.Estnnoia....
..Wlllard....
Art. .Torrauo..Lve

Lv.

S tip
38 p
4
4

iltl

Stations.

Ml

4ut

1907.

11,

.Saut

6.061)

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.

Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:

fel if

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
At Tor& Santa Fe Railway.
rance with El Paso ft Southweitem
By stem.
. QRIM8HAW.
S.
General Freight and Passenger ApV
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In Effect September 1, 1907.
No. 81

Auto

Monday
Wed.

Cap

t

00

1

25

7

90

MO
9
9

10
11 SO

20

Dally
Ex. Sun.

00 p.
4 23 p.
4

4 43
5 00
5 10
5 60

a.m

m
m

m.
m.
a m.
p. m

s 55
6 V
8 30
7

00

V

45

Milei
from
Raton

1

Dolly

a. m
a. m
a. m

a.
a.
M a.
20 a,
10
10

No.

a. m

m.
ra.

7
13
20

p m
p. m.

p. m.
p. m.
p m.
p. ra.
p. m.

Ar...)

Lv...

41

Ar'. "..'"I
Lv
f

47

a. m.
a. m.
t 25 p. ra.
12 40
p. m.
1 K,
p. in.
1 no
p. in,
2 00 p. m

1

0
11
22
25
31
42

42

p. m

49

a.
00a.

Lv.

...VKRMEJO
CERROSOSO
.CIMARRON
.fUTE PARK

.

Ar.

t

1110 a.
9

l'

a
a.
53 a.

10 25
10 15

9 35

Friday

m.
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

a.m.

Lv!

p. m,
p. m
p. m.
20 p. m.

t) 95

m.
SMp,
10
p m

115

8
8
5
8
4
4
3
8
2
1

05

10

05
08
45
15

40
40

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p. m.
p. m

p.m.

p. m.

No. 20

STATIONS

from
Dei
Molues

Saturday

p.

1157 a.
H 40

KOKHLJiK

33

U 00
H 40

12 15

9 PRESTON
.KOEBLER, JUNCTION

Mile

No. 21

Arrive

No8(
Monday
Wednesday.

Car

Dally
Ex. Hun.

Dally

RATON, N. M
...CLIFTON HOUSE

23

a.m

Tuesday
Thursday

2 20

Leaves.

0

Auto

"0

STATIONS

Leave

Tuesday

Thurday
Saturday

THOMPSON
CUNNINGHAM

Arrive)
Lea e. J
Arrive.

RATON, N. M

1000
9 25

....

CAPULINVBOAS
VIGIL

CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
CLIFTON H USK JUNCTION

a.
a.
845 a.
30
8
a.
8 05 a.
7 80 a.
7 20 a.
7 00 a.

Arrive

DES M INES, N M

(

Leave
Arrive
Leavei

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m
m.
m.

N. M Bt6:10 p. m.
in Dawson,
train 134.
Connects with. r. . .Ha bo & Southwest-. ru By.
fel
VI
t ,r arriving r
.1 Ifl
; connects Wltn tl raso annsouinwesiern ny. irain ia,
leaving ahwu, . w. mwrnm. ui
trains at ireston, n. m.
Stage for van Houten,to n M.,neetM
and from Taos and Ellzabethtown, N. M,
Connects with Stage
TrucV ennnnct.lnn with A. T. 1 S. J Bv . at RfLtnn and Preston, with C. & S. Rf. at Des Moines, and . P. A 8. W
1y . at Vermejo. N. M.
Cimarron, N. M . is depot for following stations In N. M.: Coate, Ponll Park, Rayado and Red Lakes,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following stations in N. M.: Arrovo Seco, Aurora, Baldj, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethan, Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red River City, Talpa, Taos, Twining and Valdex.
W. A. GORMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
Gen. Passenger Agt,
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Superintendent.
RATON, N. MRATON, N. M.
RATON, N. M.
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ARE OBTAINED.
ONLY PERFECT RESULT8
AND COLUMBIA RECORDS.
COLUMBIA GRAPH0PHONE8

OUR

Our Cylinder Records

FIT

Fit Any Cylinder
Rachitic

FOOT

each.

CYLINDER

$7.20

lk.

per Dozen.

Disc Records

Per Dozen

$10

Machines,
Cylinder
In
Price from
Range
$7.60

AJiY DISC

Disc Records 60 cents

h

RECORDS 50o Bach.
15.00

IECOiDS

CIJipE

Cylinder Records 25
cents each. $3.00 per dozen.
X. P.

HALF

DISC

$1

each.

per Dozen.

Disc Machines

range

in

price from $12.50 to $100.00.

to $125.00

2T.

This story i3notbnly founded on
fact It Is fact, only it Is put In story
form and the names are fictitious.
In the latter part of the last century
a Bteamer crossing, the Atlantic was
lost by collision in a fog. Among the
passengers never heard from were a
lady and her little daughter.
Twenty-fiv- e
years passed. One summer a "want ad." appeared In a newspaper stating that a lady desired the
position of chaperon to young people
on a trip to Europe. This led to the
engagement of Miss Adella Craven to
take charge of two young girls, Teresa
Fay and Rachel Cunningham.
These three were one day visiting
one of the art museums in Dresden.
Miss Fay stood looking at a picture
which seemed to interest her, and'
while she was doing so Miss Craven,
the chaperon, came up.
"A copy of that picture Is in father's
collection at home," said Miss Fay.
"It Is also familiar to me," said Miss
Craven. "It has been a part my surroundings at some time in my life, but
I can't recall when or where. I have
it I have or had an uncle who had a
copy of the picture In his library."
"Why do you say 'have or had?' "
"Because I have not heard of my
uncle for years."
"Did be lose you, or did you lose
him?"
"I don't know. I was quite young
when I last saw him."
Whether there was something in the
picture connecting the two or what
was the reason, from the time of this
conversation about it there seemed to
be something In the voice or the manner or the walk of her chaperon that
was familiar to Miss Fay. The Incident led the two to chat upon family
matters connected with the past, and
there was a singular sameness in certain events pertaining to both families.
While there was some sixteen years'
difference in the ages of the two, there
sprang up a lively friendship between
them. It became evident that Instead
of a friendship during the trip they
would more likely be intimate for life.
Miss Cunningham met friends, joined
them, and this left the other two alone
together.
One day while traveling In a railway
car a gentleman asked Miss Fay if
she would object to his raising a window. She said she would not Then he
asked if it would be disagreeable to
her mother, referring to Miss Craven.
The girl smilingly explained that Miss
Craven was not her mother or any relation to her, whereupon the gentleman apologized, saying that he had
been uncertain whether they were
mother and daughter or an older and a
younger sister. He certainly saw resemblances between them, though be
could not define them.
Miss Fay had letters to people In
Rome, which procured her an entree to
the best Italian society there. A young
man of excellent family fell in love
with her and signified his wish to
make her a proposition of marriage.
Unfortunately there was no one on the
continent of Europe of whom he could
make a formal application except the
chaperon, who was not authorized to
give the family consent The result
was that Miss Fay wrote her father
of the affair. He took the first steam
er, traveling night and day till he

reached Italy.
"What sort of a chaperon is this you
have," be exclaimed, "to permit you to
receive attention to lead to such an unfortunate result?"
"There Is no unfortunate result in
my case, papa," she replied, "nor in
hers either."
"What do you mean by her case?"
"She's engaged already, while I'm
waiting for your consent A member
of the Italian parliament a widower,
wants her."
"A fine pair to Bend abroad together!
Both you and your chaperon receiving
marriage proposals! However, I will
look Into this affair of yours."
While Mr. Fay's Investigations were
pending his daughter told him of the
picture that both had seen in Dresden,
a copy of which was In both families.
"There has never been but one copy
of that picture made," replied Mr. Fay,
"and that was for me by special per-

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1907.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

Palace.
MACONIC.

Frank J. Ivie, Cheyenne, Wyoming;
H. C. Haynes, New
Orleans, Louisiana; Clarence D. True, Mrs. L. M.
Randall, Espanola; Mrs. Harry C.
Hall, Thornton; Miss Mary K. Miley,
Boston; James F. Mllev. Trinidad.

1, A. F. & A. M.

Monday of eacn month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
.LAN R. McCORD, Soc'y.

Claire.
C. C.

Whltaker, J. C. de Baca. Albu.
querque; R. S. Wyatt, El Paso; Eu- genio Komero, Las Vegas;
Joseph
Seidl, Stanley; Herman Lutz, Lincoln;
G. Hogan and wife. Las
m
Keating, E. Keating,, Oakos, North
Dakota; George Gerard, Stanley; A.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.

?

Garfield. Flemlnsr. Pen a UlannB- - X W
Clendenlng and family, Towre, Minnesota.
Normandle.
Juan D. Martinez, Daniel Romero,
arpio Lopez, uaton; Severlno Martinez, Black Lake; J. W. Warren and
wife, Buckman; Adolf Butler, Taos;
Peter Lawler, F. M. Thornton, Muscatine, Iowa; L. B. Wayne, Estancla; A.
T. Cochran, Chicago; Elf ego Baca and
wife, Los Angeles; Ellas P. Romero
and wire, Santa Rosa.
Coronado.
Ramon Jaques, M. C. Pacheco,
Blanco; J. R. Jaques, G. Salazar, Jaco-bLobato, San Luis, Colorado; J. M.
Gallegos, Gapulln, Colorado; Nicolas
Romero, Antonito.Colorado; Octiviano
Ulibarri, TIerra Amarllla; J. F. Ket-chaSanta Rosalia, Mexico; Antonio
Jose Vallejos, E. E. Stratton. Thomas
Wathen, S. O. Fisher, Stanley; H. S.
LODo, Moriarty.

Regu-

lar communication first

Colorado.

Vae-ah-

Montezuma Lodge, No.

i&

-

R.

1,

A.

M.

Regu-

lar convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
8. 8PITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.

Sant Fe Commmdery No.
Regular conclave
second Saturday in each
month at Masonic H&H
C. J. C RANDALL, E. C.
.

1, K. T.

I

7:30 p. m.

L1EPHEN8

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1.
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Matter.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Seo.

71

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge. No. 2. I. O. O. F..
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street
Visltlug brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
To Los Angeles and San Francisco,
DAVID L MILLER, 8ec'y.
California and return. Regular six
month ticket on sale dally year round,
to Los Angeles and return, $56.90 to
B. P. O. E.
San Francisco, and return $06.90, 30
on
the
limit
bound
transit
days west
above tickets.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
holds its regular session on the second
Mexico City, Mex., and Return.
Regular nine months' ticket on sale and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
daily to City of Mexico and return, Visiting brothers are invited and welR. H. HANNA, E. R.
from Santa Fe $68.95 very low rates come.
J. D. 8ENA, Sec'y.
for side trips to different points In Old
Mexico.
Annual Meeting of the Geological SoFRATERNAL UNION.
ciety of America, Albuquerque, N.
M., December 30, 1907Janu-ar- y
First,

1908.

For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Albuquerque and
return for $5.45. On sale December
26, 27 and 28, final return limit thirty
days from date of sale.
Side Trip to the Grand Canyon of Ari-

zona.
In connection with the above meeting side trip tickets will be sold to the
grand canyon and return January 1, 2
and 3 rate of $18.95, limit 30 days,
with stop overs in either direction.
This will enable passengers to stop at
d
Adamana, Arizona for side trip to
'
forests.
G. H. DONART,
Agent.
pet-rifle-

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Onion of America. Regular meetings
rat and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco Street Visiting Praters welcome.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
GREGORiO RAEL, Treat.
DAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
"BOOTH'S OYSTERS."

The very finest In the land have
just been received at the Bon Ton
Restaurant. These are the very first
of the season and can be found only
at thia place where they are
A trial will convince
in everything.
you.

DIRECT

OUTE

TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the
San Joan country of Colorado.
For information as to raies, train service, des
criptive literature, etc, call on or address
6. K. HOOPER, Q. P. 4 T. A.
Denver, Colo.

F. H. MciRIDE, Agent
8anta Fe, N. M.

mission."
ALL MACHINE3 GUARANTEED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR EA8Y PAYMENT PLAN.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
7
16th Street, Denver, Colo. Mail Order Departments.
505-50-

r

CHRI8TMA8 AND

COMING BACK?
BEFORE STARTING PURCHASE
ROUND

TRIP TICKET BETWEEN

"That proves It" replied the daughter. "I have known it all the while.
She Is a relative of ours."
There followed an investigation not
of a man's family, but of Miss Craven's. The next day Mr. Fay called
upon that lady's fiance and said to
him:
NEW YEAR
"I understand, sir, that you are enHOLIDAY RATE8. gaged to Miss Craven and she has told

For the Christmas and New Year
holidays, round trip tickets will be
sold from Santa Fe to points in New
Mexico, Colorado and Texas (El Paso

Line) na follows:
To points In New Mexico and to
El Paso, the fare will be one and one- LOCAL
FE
third for the round trip.
Tickets on sale Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 28, 29, 30, 31 and January 1st with
ON
final limit of January 6th, U08.
to
Colorado
Tickets
Denver,
one fare
be
will
and
Pueblo,
Springs,
for the round trip. On sale December
23, 24, 25, 30, 31 and January 1st, 1908,
If you contemplate a txip this Fall Fast,
Final return limit January 6th, 1908.
Below you will find the round trip
West, North or Scuth, let us name
rates to Denver, Colorado Springs and
on
Pueblo as follows:
yOU Rates. For Particulars call or Address
G. H. DON ART, AGT.
Denver $15.80; Colorado Springs
$14.60, and to Pueblo $12.25.
For rates to other points please call
on
or 'phone 42 or 78 who will be glad
ComThe New Mexican Printing
Kennedy's Laxative cougn Syrup
furnish
to
you information desired.
caeaes a free yet gentle action of the pany Is prepared to furnish cards de
O. H. DONART,
bowel through which cold la forced visite for latMes or rentlemen on
Agent, A., T. and 8. F. R. R., City.
In first class style at
short
notice,
out of & system. Contains no opiates reasonable
prices, either engraved or
nor narcotics. Sold ty 'ine Ireland
DeWltt's Little Early Riser Pills are
on the New Mexican
Call
printed.
sold
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
Fnarnia.c,
Printing Com v.. ,

SANTA

STATIONS FOR

TRIPS AND SAVE TEN CENTS

THE DOLLAR

IS

you she has no, relative of whom you
may make a forma application for her
hand. When she told you this she was
mistaken."
The gentleman appeared much Interested. Mr. Fay proceeded:
"Many years ago a ship was lost at
sea by collision with another vessel In
a fog. My sister and her little girl
were passengers on the lost vessel. I
never had heard a word of the mother or of the daughter till yesterday.
By a remarkable chain of coincidences
it has been discovered that Miss Craven Is my niece. The child was rescued, adopted and raised, growing up
without knowing who she was."
The outcome was a happy one for all
concerned. The two friends were delighted to find that tbey were cousins.
Miss Craven was delighted to know
that she was n member of the Fay
family Instead of being a waif. This
was especially a relief since the man
she married prided himself on his ancestry, and It had been mortifying to
his fiancee that she could not even tell
him who her parents were.
ROSALIE WHITING.

Advertising pays. Try it and see.

INCORPORATED

,

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS
SANTA FE, N.
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Located on Helen

ne
elen Town and

Belen is 31 mile3 south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
leadjunction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet
out with broad 80 and

and public park and grand old

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churchthe Belen Patent
es; large mercantile establishments;
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

Santa Fe Rf y.

of

f

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO
BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

:

s

J

The lotri offered are in the center of the
city, well graded
of
them
(many
improved by cultivation) ; no sand or gravel. We need a
s
bakery, tailor shop, shoe'house,jew-eler- ,

mprovement
Company
are owners of the

70-fo- ot

Ctit-of-

ALL FAST

i

ing East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.

wide, with beautiful lake

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

M

53

PAQE SEVEN

first-clas-

plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
drug store, harness shop etc. etc.; also a
s
modern
hotel.
first-clas-

Our prices of lots are low and terms on
easy payments;;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
d
purchase money,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as seOne-tliir-

BELEN TQWfJSITE

several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point
for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance a3 a great commercial railroad city
in the near future cannot be estimated,
Mexico.

Two-thir-

ds

curity, for one year, with

8

per cent interest thereon.

Apply at once for map ami prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lot.

JOHN BECKER, President
WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Com
ft

V:

ANNUAL MEETING
ELIDA TO HAVE
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
COMMODIOUS DEPOT
Cement Company Offers to Donate Scientists Will Convene
on December 29th
Mstarlal Tap 5tpiirturt anrt Railroad

Albuquer-qu-

e

To Visit

Grand Canyon.

Company Accepts.
N. M., Dec. 24. The Pecos
Valley and Northeastern Railroad 1b
to erect a handsome and commodious
depot here In the spring. E. C. Coon
representing the Ellda Cement Com-pany, made a proposition to Avery
of the road, in
Turner,
which the cement company offers to
donate the material if the railroad
The
company will do the huilding.
struck Mr. Turner very
proposition

Ellda,

1

vice-preside-nt

favorably.
ture patterned after the depot at
Portales and will consist of one waiting room 10x24 and one freight room
24x30. It will be built of Elida cement.
The walls will be fourteen feet in
height and will be covered with steel
3hlngles. The work of construction
will begin in the early spring as soon
? all
danger of freezing is past.

A tickling cough from any cause,
quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. And it Is so" thoroughly
harmless and safe, that Dr. Shoop tells
mothers everywhere to give it without hesitation even to very young
babes. The wholesome green leaves
and tender stone of a
.3

lung-healin-

in

g

mountainous shrub, furnish the curative properties to Dr. Shoop's Cough
Cur. It calms the cough and heals
the sore and sensitive bronchial membranes. No, opium, no chloroform,
nothing harsh to Injure or suppreis.
Simply a resinous plant extract, that
helps to heal aching lungs. The Spaniards oall this shrub which the Doctor uses, "The Sacred Herb." Always

Albuquerque,

N. M., Dec. 24.

More

than fifty geologists from all parts of
the United States are expected to arrive here December 29th, to attend the
annual meeting of the Geological So
ciety of America to be held in Science
hall at the University of New Mexico
December 30th, to January 4.
Professor W. G. Tight, president of
the University of New Mexico, chairman of the committee on arrangements for the convention, has everything In readiness for the gathering of
geologists. The first day's session will
be devoted to business and the reading of papers.
On Monday night the annual banquet of the society will be given at
the Alvarado, at which President C.
H. Van Hise will deliver his yearly
address.
Tuesday's meeting will be devoted
to the reading of papers and deferred
business. On Wednesday the geologists will make an excursion to the
mountains as guests of the Commercial club. They will go to Tijeras
canyon and across to Coyote canyon
and back to Albuquerque.
A visit will be paid the petrified
forest In Ariona on Thursday and
Friday they will visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona. The meeting will be
adjourned Saturday night at the
San-di- a

Grand Canyon.

LETTER LIST.
List of letters remaining uncalled
for In the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M. for week ending December 21', 1907
If not called for within two weeks will
be sent to the dead letter office ut
Washington:
Crespin, Manuel Sals, y
Cole, Harry
Calcagin, Miss Isabel T.
Defer, Mrs. Martha
Ellis, Miss Jennie
Evans, J. M.

Garcia, Salome,
Garcia, Marcelina A. de
Hernandez, Santos
Ingle, Clyde
Jaramillo, Melitona
Kaiser, Rev. J.
Lopez, Carmelita S.
Montano, Sixto
Medrano, Tenlta
Medina, Ramonclta
Martinez, Juan Lujan, y
Madrid, Dona Fells
Medrano Paulita G. de
Mente Miss Dora
Miller, Miss Maud

VANTED

For U. S. Army,
unmarried men, between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United States,
of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read and write English. For information apply to recruiting officer, Laughlin Block, Santa Fe,

TO

able-bodie-

SOMETHING

SHOULD

BE

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Weils Farg
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mcxic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

DONE

What Is Causing the Increase of Ca

tarrh

Mllions of bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar have been sold without any
person ever having experienced any
demand Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. For other than beneficial
results from its
sale by a!; dealers.
use for coughs, colds and lung trou
bles. This is because the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow
TELEPHONE COMPANY
Postmaster.
package contains no opiates or other
INCREASES STOCK harmful drugs. Guard your health by
For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum.
refusing any but the genuine.
The intense itching, characteristic
Tucumcari Will Have Finest, Exof these ailments is almost. Instnntlv
change In the Southwest $8,000
allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
$27,000 BRIDGE
For New Improvements.
cases have been cured by It,
ACROSS RIO GRANDE severe
For
sale
24.
The
by all druggists.
N.
Dec.
M.,
Tucumcari,
Tucumcari Telephone Company, has Handsome Steel Structure to Span
increased its capital stock to $25,000. That Stream at Barelas, Bernalillo
(Homestead Entry No. 7484.) '
Notice For Publication.
The Increase In stock is made to put
County.
of the Interior,
the company In condition to make lui
Department
AcAlbuquerque, N. M., Dec. 24.
provements that the growing business cording to plans submitted by the Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
demands.
December 18, 1907.
Eight thousand dollars of El Paso Bridge and Iron Company ,the
Is hereby elven that Canuta
Notice
the stock is sot aside for
will
new
span
bridge which
The stockholders are J. proposed
the Rio Grande at Barelas, this coun- Madril de Leyba, of Galisteo, N. M.,
HerB.
F.
nas mea notice of his Intention to
R. Wasson.
Herring,. Farr.
ty, will cost $33 a linear foot or a to- make final five
man
The
Earnest
and
Herring.
ring
year proof In support
tal of $27,000. The bridge will be one
agement will remain the same for the of the handsomest steel structures in of his claim, viz: Homes'tead Entry
No. 7484, made April 9, 1903 for the
present. The company has over 300 the
territory' when completed and will w z
W 2 SW
section
jnw
telephones in operation.
replace the old wooden bridge which 34. townshin
if that
14N. rane
spans the river at this place at pres- said
will
be
before
made
proof
RegisBeware of. Frequent Colds.
ent
ter
and
Receiver
at
N.
Santa
.
M.,
Fe,
or
a protratc-isuccession of colds
on Jan. 22, 1908.
cold Is almost certain to end In
Public Speaker Interrupted.
He names the following wltnaRsen tn
r '. onlc
catarrh, from which few per-i- a
Public speakers are frequently In- prove his continuous residence
upon,
ever wholly recover. Give every terrupted by
people coughing. Thl ana cultivation of the land, vl:
d the attention it deserves and you would not happen If
Foley's Honey Juan N. Sandoval, Crespin Leyba,
y avoid this disagreeable disease, and Tar v.ere taken,as It cures coughs Canuto
Leyba, Juan Leyba, all of Galii iw can you cure a cold? Why not try coldr J1 prevents
and isteo, N. M.
, i.
pneumonia
" amberlaln's
'
Cough ' Remedy?: It Is consumptio .. The genuine contains ;.o
R. OTERO,
MATJEL
highly reoemmended. Mrs. M. White opiates and Is In a yallow package,
Register.
of Butler, Tenn., says: "Several years Sold
by The I3reland Pharmacy.
I
and
was
bothered
with my throat
ago
Orino Laxativa Fruit Srupttne new
lungs. Someone told me of ChamberNew
Laxative,
The
can.
do
stimulates, but does not IrMexican,
printing
lain's Cough Remedy. I began using
to that done in any of the large ritate. It L the best Laxative. Guaranequal
It and it relieved me at once. Now
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of teed or yeur money back. Sold by
my throat and lungs are sound and
work we turn out. Try our work once The Ireland Pharmacy.
well.". For sale by all druggists.
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
The New Mexican Printing Com- every class of work, Including one of
pany la headquarters for engraved the best binderies In the west
cards de vlste In New Mexico. Get
n laiereawa ui inonia dot
bout the wonderful
our work done here and you will be
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
MARVEL Whirling Spray
pleased In every particular.
TtM
new Vaginal Pyrin.
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Dent Moitconveo.
lent, it cie&nwa
Wis.
These tests are
Shoop, Racine,
Take De Witt's Kidney and Bladder proving to the people without a pen- Am
drnmfltf. Tor It.
oiinnot iuppiy th
Pills; they are for weak back, Inflam- ny's cost the great value of this sci- It nejour
accept no
1AH
vELi
mation of the bladder, backache and entific prescription known to drug- other, but Bond atamu
for
'
ii
book enaled. Tt Km M,
weak kidneys. ; Sold by The Ireland gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Ca- Illustrated
fall parttcuinrt and direction! In.
I talnable to lad lei. MMlVELtO.
Pharmacy.
tarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealers.
H Kael ed Stwt. M KW YtfiUC
improve-provement-

in

Santa

Fe,

In spite of the best efforts of medical
men, catarrhal troubles are Increasing
not only in Santa Fe, but all over the
country.
Catarrh is a germ disease, and to
cure it germ life in the breathing organs should be destroyed, and to do
this no other treatment has such positive and beneficial action as Hyoraei.
When the muscous membrane is Irri
tated and raw and tissues weakened,
there Is an ideal lodging place for catarrhal germs. Breathe Hyomel and
see how quickly It soothes the membranes, vitalizes the tissues and des
troys all the disease germs, rendering
catarrh no longer possible.
There is no dangerous stomach
drugging when Hyomel Is used; no
tablets or liquid mixtures destroying
digestion.

Breathed through the neat pocket in
haler that comes with every Hyomel
outfit, the healing balsms penetrate
to the most remote air cells of the
throat, nose and lungs, destroying the
catarrhal germs so that quick recovery follows.
The Ireland Pharmacy agree to re
fund the money to any purchaser of

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mail and Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M.f and Torrance, N. M.,
dally, Sunday included, connection
with all trains on the Rock Island and
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock
Agents for the Bulck Automobiles,
Machines for all p
Two of the best known and bes
market Address all communication

i,

.

i

I

r

Roswell,

r

New Mexic

Ruhh
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE

Hyomel who does not find that it does
all that Is claimed for It. The complete outfit costs but $1.00.

NOW

The New Mexican Printing ' Com
pany has ready and for sale
date and correct compilations of the
territorial Incorporation laws, price
75 cents, of the territorial road laws,
price 50 cents, and of the territorial
mining laws, price 50 cents per copy.
Theee can be purchased by applying
in person or by mail at the office of
the company.

THAN EVER

BEFORE BECAUSE THEY

SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

up-to-

One-lin-

e

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, cot over 2 J inches long.
Each additional line on same stamD. 10c.

lit

Stamp, over 2 and not over 3$ inchefl long 20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 J andnot over 5 inches long. ..2 5c
ir i
ia i
j&acn aacutionai line on same stamp, 20c.
,
e
31c
Stamp, over "5 inches long, per inch...
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
inch or fraction
On-l- ine

One-lin-

t

The New Mexican rrlntlng Company Is prepared to furnish cards de
vislte for ladles and for gentlemen on
short notice In first class style at reasonable prices, either engraved or
Call on the New Mexican
printed.

t

.....

One-lin-

Printing Compaiy.

one-ha-

one-ha- lf

'

.

DATES, ETC.

$1.00
paterany town and date for ten years. .
.50
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
line
Dater.
3
Regular
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut 1.50
Pearl Check Protector.
1.00
STAMP PADS.
1Jx2J, 10c; 2x3J,
25c; 2x4i 35c; 3Jx6i,
Local

ch

.

EvoryWerasq

Island train, due at 2 a. m.
Runsdng time between the two
points five hours, meals furnished at
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated for
notifying the company two days
advance.
one of the best known rJ Best
urposes on the market,
t machines for all purposes o the
s and Inquiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co

1--

'.

Parts of the World.

All

New Mexico.

Newcomer, E, W. . .
Nelson, Nels
Ortiz, Rosendo
Ortiz, Alvina
Parker, Wilfred (2)
Padilla, Glandio
Padilla' Cacio
Romerao Manuellta R. de
Romero, Mr. and Mrs. Ben.
Romero, Arnesto
Monica Riberto
Ribera Francis (2)
Roybal, Joseflta
Rogers, J. U.
Sedillos, Francisquita R. de
Sanchez, Felipe, L.
Sandoval, Juanita Coriz, de
Sharrock, O. K.
Turnall, Dr. David E.
Valencia, Utilla
Waters, F. W.
In calling please say "advertised"
and give the date.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

1--

General Express Forwarders

office.

Mestas, Elenfta

1--

WANTED. A cook at U. S. Indian
School. We pay $35 a month.

FOR RENT. Two furnished rooms
with modern conveniences. Apply this

Francisco, Patricio

l--

Wells Fargo & Gompan
Express

FOR SALE. Typewriter, cash or installment, or for rent. J. . Sloan.

--

'Many Interesting papers by prominent geologists will be read at the
meeting in this city.

J
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Fac-Simi-

.

le

SELF-INKIN- G

15c;-21x3-

,

0.

J,

50c; 4x7J, 75c.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

FJEXICAJI

PipTIJM

CD.

BANT A FE, NEW MEXICO

33CC

J)

PAGE

SAOTA FK SEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.2JL

EIGHT

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

CO.

S

CJ.K JL

Personal Mention.
.

-- O

(Continued

4,

From Pago Four)

250 San Francisco Street

Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market. Telephone No. 49.

BAIS,

Gi0CElS,

TURKEYS.
Order your turkeys for the holidays
We will have extra fancy stock,
but the quantity will be limited. Will
fill all orders that we accept. Heads
and feet will be off.
now.

MEAT MARKET.
We can fix you up a beef tenderloin
or a crown roast of lamb, or French
chops, etc., that will be a revelation
25 to you. We have a new larding out25 fit that enables us to lard tender20 loin roasts, etc., much more effective20 ly than by the old methods.

NEW NUTS.

Extra fancy walnuts

.

20
COLORADO APPLES.
20
We have just unloaded a car of
15
20 fancy Colorado apples that we are of25 fering at from $2.75 to $3.25 per box.
Ben Davis and Ganos, per box $2.75.
.25
...
$3.25
Jonatons, winesays, etc

These are large fine apples. Strict-

CANDY.

All kinds angel food taffy
Ordinary taffy, assorted
Large variety candy, good
Fancy chocolate creams
Fancy boxes, 5c to
Pop corn bricks and crisplets

ly fancy and worth much more than
15 the ordinary pack of apples. Califor15 nia Hoover apples, $2.75.
40
ORANGES.
$1.50
25

California navels are much earlier
this year than usual. Already nicely
colored and well flavored.
XMAS ORNAMENTS.
CHRISTMAS DESSERT.
Nice line of Xmas. ornaments. We
Plum pudding, .20 to .75, according
will receive other shipments before
to size and quality.
Xmas.
Mincemeat, 31bs. Ferndell, 75c, Bibs.
$1.15.
XMAS CANDLES.
Fruit cake our own make 25c and
15
26 Christmas candles
05

40c.

Almeria grapes,
FISH AND SHELL FISH.
Blue Point Oysters, both sealshlpt ins, bananas, etc.

DUDR0W

fancy

layer

rais-

fflONTENIE

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS
Ail Kinds of

Picture Framing
DAY 'PHONE 35

OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

esidence, 102 Lincoln Avenue.) Night and

Charles Morton, of the Department of the Colorado, Is In New
Mexico inspecting U. S. army recruiting stations. He was In Albuquerque
yesterday on this duty.
Governor Curry returned to the
Capital on a belated train this afternoon from Albuquerque and his tour
of the Pecos valley in the Interest of
the statehood cause and the forthcoming meeting of the National Irrigation
congress.

Sundays.

Telephone, No. 141

Miss Garmen Garcia was presented
with a handsome piano valued at $350
as a Christmas gift today by her parents, Justice of the Peace and Mrs.
Jose Ma. Garcia.
So large were the crowds at the fire
sale at Ehle's haberdashery this after
noon that the doors had to be locked
and only a few persons admitted at a
time. While considerable of Mr. Ehle's
stock was damaged by the fire a large
amount of it was little if any Injured
by either smoke or water. It Is being
sold at a sacrifice and the offerings at
reduced prices are proving tempting
bargains.
The case of J. H. Blaln versus the
city of Santa Fe which was set for
hearing this morning In chambers before Judge John It. McFie was postponed until next Monday owing to the
absence of Attorney T. B. Catron who
Is counsel for the defendant. Mr. Blaln
the plaintiff Instituted the suit for a
writ of mandamus to compel the city
to pay interest coupons on city bonds
which he holds.
Train report at 3:30 p. m.: Branch
train on the Santa Fe will leave for
Lamy at 5 o'clock to make connections
with eas't and west bound trains SECURES VERY
which are reported as follows: No. 1,
VALUABLE RELICS
two hours and thirty minutes late;
No. 7, on time; No. 9, 5 hours late;
No. 4, on time, and No. 8, 50 minutes Historical Society Adds to Its Interesting Collection Relate to Early
late; the Denver and Rio Grande is
Spanish Settlement.
reported on time and the Santa Fe
1
hour and 30 minu'tes late.
Central,
The Historical Society has recently
This noon's train on the Santa Fe did
a very Interesting addition to
obtained
not arrive until late this afternoon, beof its collections
that
which
branch
ing delayed by wafting for connections
with trains Nos. 3, 2 and 10, which illustrates the Spanish settlement and
j occupation
by securing a number of
were all late.
There will be no Issue of the Dally metates and the accompanying "ma-no- "
stones used in grinding corn,
New Mexican tomorrow,
it being
from
the first Spanish settlement made
Christmas day. The mechanical force
of the paper desires a complete holi 'under Onate in July, 1598. .
This was at the place on the west
day in order to "be merry." There are
no substitute printers
in the city bank of the Rio Grande just above the
hence an Issue of the paper therefore mouth of the Chama river, called by
can not be had. The editorial force the Indians Yunque and christened by
is not much in need of a holiday as the Spaniards, San Gabriel; and which
there is plenty of brain, knowledge was the capital until the removal to
and news on hand daily, to publish Santa Fe about six years later. It is
an eight page, seven column paper In close to the present Chamita station
this city if the town could afford it. on the Denver and Rio Grande railAt the same time even the editorial road, directly opposite the Indian puforce la willing to sacrifice itself and eblo of San Juan. The metates are
take a day off. As there will be no massive affairs of hard stone but the
Issue of the Dally New Mexican tomor mano stones have been broken during
row, the citizens are advised Instead the lapse of time.
The society has also obtained a reof reading the New Mexican as usual
to read the Bible or Shakespeare or markable and entirely unique specithe constitution of the United States men of Indian carving on a stone
and do the best they can under the which has long been one of the treasured antiquities of the pueblo of San- circumstances.
dla. This is in the form of a human
face very delicately carved in low re
CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
lief and bearing the marks of the wear
of
METHODIST CHURCH ages.
!

DAL WOOD
Cerrlllot Lump,

Anthracite Furnace,

Monero Lump,
Anthracite Mixed.

Coal,
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

,nteTLto r ;.

PI AGE

OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor.

Recitation "Kitty's
Christmas
Marjorie Friday.
Recitation "Christmas Song" Edgar Willison and De Forest DavidTree"

FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEEE.
ANY QUANTITY

Tine

FROM A PINT UP.

Wines. Liquors and cigars.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
-- IF

t

t

i

YOU ARE LOOKING

A CHRISTMAS

SANTA FE.N.M.
Fo- R-

PRESENT

of Any Line In Country
tire at 65.

Must

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
local agents, Sauta Fe, New Mexico.

WITH YOUR CHRISTMAS DINNER
Try a bottle of California Rhine wineorly 65c
Scupperuong a pure white grape wine made
:
:
:
:
:
:
75c
in Virginia
Other Wines by the gallon at special price.
Beer

Famous Blue gibbon

Pabst Expert Qts.

.

-

PH0KE, NO,

I

SPECIAL

Dtz

.

-

Vacs
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal.)
Christmas services will be held in
the Church of the Holy Faith (Episco
pal) tomorrow as follows:
Holy Communion at 7:30 a. m. .
Regular Christmas service with sermon and Holy Communion a't 10:30 a.
m.

All cordially invited.

SOUP.
Mock Turtle.

Re-

$3.00

.

2 35

6

FOR XMAS

BIGflEO &

Seats free.

rcr

WEEK

J

pPOtEOJtf.

Herewith are some Bargains ottered
the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
by

Terilory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep
bound. $1; paper bound, 75c; Mis-- ,
souri Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Code Pleadings, $6; the two
$10;
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico; 1899, 1901, end" 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;

fr

full

leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Jove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, ?1 each; New Mtx
ico Supreme Courts Reports, Nos. 3
o 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Compila-

tion Corporation .Laws 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; .vloney's
of New Me Ico Reports, full
sheep, $. 50; full list scl ocl blanks.

Dl-;o- st

Advertising pays. Try It and see.

RELISHES.

Fruit
Salad,
Portland, Me., Dec. 24. The Grand
Stuffed Olives.
Trunk railroad will put Into effect on
January 1, a pension system claimed
FISH.
to be the most comprehensive and one
Boiled Lake Trout Italian Sauce.
(of the most generous in the country,
embracing every employe on the sys'
MEATS.
tem In the United States and Canada. Prime Ribs of Beef a La Maunde,
The railroad will finance all the de
Young Pig Baked Apples
tails of tbe scheme, levying no assess
Turkey, Chestnut Dressing
ment on its employes. The minimum
Cranberry S,auce.
pension has been fixed at $200. There
is no maximum. The compulsory re
SWEET ENTRY.
tiring age is fixed at 65 years.
French Toast.
Celery,

Lettuce,

DIjlZ

SIITHRII

Equipped for the treatment of medl-ca- l,
and obstetrical cases.
. surgical
Approved methods

I

therapy.

of diagnosis aw'
Rooms steam heated arid

lighted. No patient ' with
contagious disease accepted.
Open
to all licensed practitioners.
electric

Dr. J. M. Diaz, Pres. J. A. Rolls, Secy.

'

Cream

MARKET REPORT.

son;
Song "Fir Trees Are Waving"
WOOL MARKET.
Miss Lumbeck's class.
St. Louis, Dec. 24. Wool Market
Recitation Homer Anderson.
steady and unchanged.
Recitation "Bit of Holly" Minnie
LIVE STOCK
Hines.
Kansas City, Dec. 24. Cattle re
Solo "Christmas
Lullaby" Iva celpts, 3,000. Market strong. South
"
Skinner.
era steers,' $3.254,25;
southern
i
Recitation "A Christmas Wish"
cows,
stockers and
$2.253.20;
'
Fred GIrard.
bulls , $2.40
feeders, $2.754.25;
Song "Merry Christmas Bella"
3.60; calves, $3.006.00;
western
Primary Class.
steers, $3.504.60;
western
cows
V
Primary Class.
$2503.50.
I
Recitation "Adoration of the Wise
Sheep Receipts, 2,000. . Market is
.Men' Ruth Anderson.
strong. Muttons, $3.504.25: lambs
Recitation "The ; Angel's Song"
$5.25G,00;. range wethers, $4.00
Miss Carrie Palmer and Miss Helen 4.90; fed
ewes, $3.254.00.
Herlow.
Dec. 24. Cattle 5.000
Chicago,
Song "Chime on Sweet Bells"
.Market steady.' Beeves. $3.556.30:
Miss Gibson's Class.
cows and heifers, $1.254.75; Texans
Exercise "Gifts to the King" The
$3.204.00; stockers and feeders,
Misses Ruth Anderson, Nellie Nus- - $2.
4034. 35; .westerns, $3.354.85;
baum and Helen Herlow.
calves, $4.764.60.
t
;
Star" i Sheep 8,000. Market 15 cents histh- Song '.'Hope's
Guiding
,
School.

VEGETABLES.
Potatoes,
Potatoes, Sweet
Creamed Cauliflower,
French Peas.
DESSERT.

Hot Mince Pie, Pumpkin Pie
Orange Sherbet,

Fruit

Cake.

CHEESE.

FRUITS.. NUTS.. RAISINS.

I

To send to Home Folks or Friends in the East that will
be appreciated, buy something in the line of Filigree
Jewelry, Mexican Drawn Work, Unmounted or Mounted
Turquoise or best of all, a Navajo Blanket. We have a
great variety of nice things appropriate as gifts.

FOR EVERYBODY
As a special inducement to Santa Fe people we are offering Holiday Goods of all kinds in stock at cost or greatly reduced prices. While they last we are selling Chimayo
pillow tops at 50 cents each, Mexican Drawn Work Collars
of turn-ovpattern, at 10 cents each, and Souvenir Post-a- l
Cards of City at 1 cent each. There are other bargains
er

for holiday shoppers.

AT CANPFURIO'S CURIO STORE
J. S.CandcIariOr Prop.

non-bindin-

This Railroad System Most Generous

st

Phone No. 85. Office Garfield Avenue, near A., T. and 8. F. Depot

The kind that grows with your library- that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for .catalog 105 with interior
views showing arransaraeot injiDraryparsor.etc.

PENSION EMPLOYES

Appropriate exercises for Christmas
eve will be held at the St. John's Meth-odEpiscopal church on Don Gasper
avenue this evening. A very interesting program will be rendered by members of the Sunday school, followed
by the distribution of gifts to the children and a social in the basement of
the church. Those having the arrangements in charge extend a cordial invitation to strangers to attend. The program will be as follows:
Song School. 'Led by choir of
girls, A. J. Tearce, choirster.
Scripture Lesson Olive Anderson.
Prayer Rev. E. C. Anderson.
Song "Hall This Day." School.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

mm

Claire Hotel Cafe

igrand trunk to

Children.

8mlthlng

OUR

As the result of a fire about 6
o'clock last evening at his blllard and
the
pool parlors on the east Bide of
Plaza, George Clark was severely
burned about the hands and face while
carrying a blazing can of gasoline
from the building. The fire itself did
little damage to the building or contents, and was .extinguished with a
bucket of water.
A lighted cigar was responsible for
Clark
Mr.
who uses
fire.
the
generated from gasoline for
gas
purposes in the bilIlluminating
had
and
liard
pool
parlors
pumped the compressing tank too full
of air and opened a valve to let off
some of the pressure. Unconscious of
the danger he was smoking a cigar at
the time and the gasoline fumes ignited. Instantly the little room In which
the gasoline tank is kept was ablaze.
Grabbing a can of gasoline encased in
a wooden jacket, Mr. Clark carried It
out into the street. The wooden protection had caught fire and was blazing but the flames were extinguished
before an explosion resulted.
A fire alarm was turned in but the
services of the firemen were not needed.
George Parsons, who works in
the Santa Fe Central Railway general
offices next door put out the fire before It had a chance to spread with a
bucket of water. A burning mop saturated with oil was thrown out
That the blazing can of gasoline
which Mr. Clark carried outside did
not explode seems remarkable. The
wooden jocket was afire and the heat
melted off the spout of the can leaving
the gasoline exposed. The backs of
Mr. Clark's hands were painfully burned and his eyebrows singed.

(Continued from Page Five.)
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Can of Gasoline.

Minor City Topics

and In the shell. California crabs and
eastern fresh fish.

SHELLED NUTS.
New stock of shelled nuts for salting, making candy, etc.
Per Pound
60
walnuts
Shelled
60
Shelled almonds
75
Shelled pecans
'.
40
Shelled filberts
40
Vhelled Cashews
40
Shelled plgnolias
80
Salted pistachios
25
Salted peanuts

California almonds.
Imported chestnuts
Imported filberts
Fancy polished pecans
Brazil nuts.
Peanuts, roasted fresh
Pinion nuts
Hlack walnuts, 3 lbs. for
Large hickory nuts, 3 lbs. for.

BUTCIjES !

'

As Result of Fire at His Blllard and
Pool Parlors Carried
Burning

' Major

N

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1907.

San Francisco Street,
to
the ladies during the week
Free souvenirs will be given
between Christmas and New TMi.
301-30-

3

.

,
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'
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,er. Westerns, $2.004.60; yearlings,

$4.405.15;

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
e
reasonable rates. Lawyers who
to have their briefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present them
to the Supreme Court now in session
here on time, should call on the New
Mexican Printing Company.
de-sid-

lambs,

$4.006.25;

westerns, $4.006.25.
'
Omaha, Dec. 24. Cattle 1,000. The
market Is actlce to 10 cents higher.
Western steers, $3.004.60;'; Texas
steers, $2.76 4. 15; range cows and
heifers, $1.7503.50; canners, $1.25
2.00; stockers and ' feedrs,
$2.60
4.25; calves, $3.006.60; bulls and
stags,

$1.603.50.

The New Mexican Printing Company has the largest most mdoern and
best arranged book bindery in the
Southwest.
The best kind of work
oniy turned out. Prices very low and
satisfaction guaranteed. If you have
oooks to bind, whether the largest
ledger or Journal, or magazines and
pamphlets or need any other binding
call for figures, samples and prices of
the New Mexican Printing Company.
The company la anxious to serve you
and will give you satisfactory rates.'

The New Mexican Printing Company has ready and for sale
and correct compilations of the
territorial Incorporation laws, , price
75 cents, of the territorial road laws,
price 50 cents, and of the territorial
mining laws, price 50 cents per copy.
These can be purchased by applying
in person or by mail at the office of
the company.

FLOORING
of all kinds, rough or dressed
Framing Timbers, Sidings,
There is nothing
in the line of

Joists, etc.

LUMBER
you may desire that we cannot supply. And at the righ
Dnces.
r
' too.' '
.1..

..

'

